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9: 0. INTRODUCTION 
THIS paper is about new uses of algebra in dynamical systems. The algebra involved is 
elementary algebraic K-theory and Hochschild homology. Our main algebraic tools are 
recalled in 9: l(A). 
Our goal is to show that certain invariants of a flow can be computed algebraically as 
traces, and that some of these traces come naturally from interesting new K1 and torsion 
invariants of the flow. Indeed, torsion invariants of “Reidemeister type” have been known in 
dynamics for some time [7]; our theory recovers these; see 9 5(B) and Corollary 7.10. 
Whereas the invariants in [7] are “commutative” in the sense of being associated with the 
universal abelian cover of the manifold, our invariants are “non-commutative”, being 
associated with the universal cover. 
This paper is an application to dynamics of our paper [9] where we developed 
one-parameter Lefschetz-Nielsen fixed point theory for a homotopy F: X x [a, b] + X 
where X is a finite CW complex. That theory is summarized in $ l(C). The$xed point set of 
F is the set Fix(F) = {(x, t) E X x [a, b] 1 F(x, t) = x}. Pick a basepoint u E X, and write 
G 5 x1(X, v). In [9], we introduced “traces”, which we denoted by L(F) and R(F). These 
“traces” are computable invariants, depending only on the homotopy class of 
F rel X x {a, b}. The invariant L(F), analogous to the Lefschetz number, takes values in the 
homology H,(G) 5 Gab and the invariant R(F), analogous to the “Reidemeister trace” of 
classical Nielsen fixed point theory, takes values in the Hochschild homology group 
HH, (ZG, (ZG)+‘) where 4: ZG -+ ZG is a ring endomorphism induced by F and (ZG)@ is ZG 
as an abelian group and endowed with a suitable ZG - ZG bimodule structure depending 
on 4 (defined in 3 l(A) below). 
Given a smooth flow CD: M x 58 -+ M on a closed oriented manifold one may regard any 
finite portion of CD as a homotopy. Writing F = @ I: M x [a, b] -+ M, one would expect our 
traces L(F) and R(F) to have recognizable dynamical meaning, and indeed they do. When 
a > 0, L(F) detects the Fuller homology class, derived from Fuller’s index theory [S], of the 
closed orbits occurring in that portion of the flow. The invariant R(F) does the same thing 
in a more precise way taking into full account the important role of the fundamental group. 
See Theorems 2.5 and 2.7. These theorems should be viewed as “Lefschetz trace formulae” 
for flows; roughly speaking, they assert that the algebraic traces “see” the closed orbits 
homologically. 
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A different invariant of a non-singular flow @ is detected by our traces when the “time” 
interval [a, b] is [ - E, a], where E > 0 is such that @ has no fixed points in [ - E, E] other 
than those at 0. Recall the Poincare-Hopf index theorem which asserts that if 9’ is a smooth 
vector field on the closed oriented manifold M with only finitely many zeros then the global 
sum of the indices of S equals the Euler characteristic of M. The global sum of the indices of 
.!Z” can be viewed as a geometric definition of the Poincare dual of the Euler class of the 
tangent bundle of M; on the other hand the Euler characteristic can be defined as an 
alternating sum of traces on homology (or cellular chains). Now, suppose that X is 
a non-singular vector field on M and that Q, is the flow on M determined by .?“. The main 
theorem of 5 3 is: 
THEOREM (One-parameter Poincare-Hopf Theorem). The homology class - L (@ / ,,, x, -E,El) E 
H,(M) = H,(G) is the Poincak dual of the Euler class of the normal bundle of the 
pow @. 
In Q 4 we apply our theory to a suspension semiflow, i.e. the natural semiflow @: 
Y x [0, co) --) Y on the mapping torus, Y = T(X,f), of a continuous mapf: X --+ X which is 
a x1-equioalence (i.e. f induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups). Of course, one 
expects a connection with the classical Nielsen fixed point theory off; geometric motivation 
for this connection is provided in (i 4(B) and $4(C). The main computational result of 9 4 is 
Theorem 4.2 which is an explicit formula, in casef is cellular, for the one-parameter trace 
R(QI r x to,, + il) where 1 is a positive integer. Up to this point we have dealt with only a finite 
portion of the semiflow; however, the form of the answer obtained in Theorem 4.2 becomes 
particularly striking if we allow G + a in the appropriate algebraic context. It suggests that 
there ought to be an algebraic trace which “sees” all the closed orbits in the non-compact 
time interval (0, co). This observation motivates much of 9 5 and Q 6. 
Consider a continuous self-map f: X + X of a finite complex. The “Lefschetz zeta 
function” offis the formal power series c,-(t) = exp( I;= 1 i L(f”)t”) E Q [[t]] where L(f”) is 
the Lefschetz number of the n-th iterate off: Originally introduced by Weil in a number 
theoretic setting, it is an efficient means of keeping track of the homological data associated 
to the fixed points of the iterates off. Since we wish to take account of the full influence of 
the (typically non-commutative and infinite) fundamental group of X, we seek a “non- 
commutative” substitute for if(t). This requires some new algebra which we now summar- 
ize; details are given in 5 5. 
Let S be an associative ring with unit and 0: S ---f S a ring homomorphism. We do not 
assume S is commutative; in typical applications S will be the integral group ring of a group 
H and 8 will be induced by an automorphism of H. Let (C, a) be a finitely generated chain 
complex of right S-modules such that each Ci is free with a given basis. Supposef,: C -+ C is 
a O-homomorphism, i.e. a degree 0 homomorphism of the underlying graded abelian groups 
such that fi(mr) =fi(m)B(r) for m E Ci and r E S. The Reidemeister truce off,, which we 
denote by R(f+J, is the element of HHO(S, Se), the 0-th Hochschild homology of S with 
coefficients in the bimodule Se (see 4 l(A)), represented by the alternating sum of traces: 
Cj( - 1)’ trace[J] where [fj] is the matrix offj with respect to the given basis. For n 2 1 
the n-th iterate off,, denoted f;", is a 0”-homomorphism. Note that R( f;) E H HO(S, Se”). Let 
R(f,“) denote the image of R(f,“) in HHO(S, SO”)@, the quotient group of co-invariants of 
a natural action induced by 0 on HH,(S, Se”). Geometric motivation for the passage from 
R( f,“) to R( f,“) is given in 4 4(B). 
Dejinition. (See 5.1.) The Lefschetz-Nielsen series of a &homomorphism f,: C + C is 
given by J-N(f, ) = (B(fl)),“= 1 E E= 1 HHoCS Se”)e. 
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Define the &twisted power series ring, denoted by &[[t]], as follows: elements of &[[t]] 
are formal series Ci30_,uit i where ui E S and t is an indeterminate, and multiplication is 
defined by (C,P”=ouit’)(Cj”=oUjt’) = Ck”,,(Ci+j,kuie’(vj))tk. 
Let I,,, be an identity matrix of the same size as [A]. Since the matrix I,, - [A] t is 
invertible over Se [[t]], we may regard ZVi - [J] t as an element of the infinite general linear 
group over S,[[t]] and so we can define A(f,) E K,(S,[[t]]) as follows: 
Definition. (See 5.2.) A(f*) E K,(&,[[t]]) is the element represented by the finite alter- 
nating product fli ~ 0(1,, - [fi] t)‘- ““‘. 
The main results of 3 5(A) are Theorems 5.6 and 5.10. Theorem 5.6 asserts that 
LN(f,) = P+DT(A(f,)) where DT:K,(S,[[t]]) + HH,(S,[[t]]) is the Dennis truce 
homomorphism (see 5 l(A)) and P+ : HHI (S,[[t]]) -+ n,“= I HHO(S, Se”)B is a naturally 
defined homomorphism. Thus, A(f,) determines the Lefschetz-Nielsen series off,. There is 
a “completed” version of the Hochschild homology of a twisted power series ring (see 
Definition 5.5) denoted by H^H,(S,[[t]]), and a natural homomorphism 
ffH*&L-Ctll) + ~~*(mll). The homomorphism P+ factors as 
HH,&CL-tll) + HH,(SoCCtll)~~~~ ,HH,(S, S’“h. S uppose that the ring S is also a vec- 
tor space over Q so that division by a nonzero integer is possible. Then Theorem 5.10 
asserts the sharpened identity: Lg(LN(f,)) = D^T(A(f,)), where Lg, defined by a formula 
reminiscent of a logarithm, is a right inverse for p+, i.e. e+ Lg is the identity, and fi is the 
composite K, (SO[[t]]~HHI(Se[[t]]) -+ H^H,(S,[[t]]). Theorems 5.6 and 5.10 deserve 
to be called “rationality theorems” (akin to “rationality of the Lefschetz zeta function”) as 
they show that the Lefschetz-Nielsen series can be computed from a finite alternating 
product of “characteristic polynomials” defining an element of K, (S, [[t]]). The Hochschild 
homology element DT(A(_/,)) E HH,(S,[[t]]) should be thought of as a “non-com- 
mutative” substitute for the “Lefschetz zeta function”. Reinforcing this point of view, we 
show in 0 5(B) how the well known rationality of certain algebraic zeta functions used in 
fixed point theory and dynamics can be derived from Theorem 5.10. The main results in 
0 5(B) are Theorem 5.13 and Examples 5.15 and 5.16 in which we recover as corollaries 
results from [13] and [7]. 
In 9 6, the algebra of 4 5 is applied to define a new K,-type invariant, the total 
LefschetzpNielsen invariant, for any continuous map f: X + X of a finite connected CW 
complex X. When f is cellular, this invariant, denoted by A(j), is defined to be 
A(f*) E K1 (ZHB[[t]]) where H is the fundamental group of X, 8: H + H is the endomor- 
phism determined byf(and a choice of basepoint and basepath) and?* : C,(z) + C,(T) is 
the &homomorphism induced byfon the cellular chains of the universal cover, x”, of X (see 
Definition 6.1). A(f) has nice invariance properties (see Propositions 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6). 
According to Corollary 6.7, A(j) determines the classical Nielsen fixed point theory of the 
iterates of 1; up to the ambiguity of passing to the co-invariants of the e-action on 
Hochschild homology. The main computational result of 4 6 is Theorem 6.9, which gives 
a formula relating the Dennis trace of A(f) to the one-parameter trace R(T) wherefis 
a cellular rcr-equivalence and I is the restriction of the natural semiflow on the mapping 
torus Y = r(X,f) to Y x [O, / + 11, / being a positive integer. Using this result, we are able 
to elucidate the algebraic relationships between the various intersection invariants dis- 
cussed in 4 4(C); see Theorem 6.12. 
In 3 7 we introduce a new kind of torsion invariant (in the sense of Whitehead torsion) for 
certain finite connected CW complexes whose fundamental groups are semidirect products 
with an infinite cyclic group. 
Let Y be a finite connected CW complex with fundamental group G. Suppose we are 
given an epimorphism $: G + T where T is infinite cyclic. In order to formulate our results, 
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we make use of the Novikov ring of (G, I,+), denoted by fG’, which is obtained from ZG by 
completion with respect to a natural valuation determined by $. See Definition 7.1 for an 
explicit description of %+. This ring also has been used in [16], [17] and elsewhere. 
Recall that for any left ZG-module A4 the homology H,(Y, M) is, by definition, 
H,(C,(F)@z, M) where C,( n is the cellular chain complex of the universal cover of Y. 
Suppose, H,(Y, a+) = 0. Then the torsion of (Y, $), denoted by r(Y, $), is the element of 
K: “(@+) given by the torsion of the acyclic chain complex C(n)ozc &+ where 
KZ G (&‘) is the cokernel of the natural map + G -+ K i (&? ‘) (see Definition 7.2). There is 
a “difference formula” relating the torsion r(h) E l+%,(G) of a homotopy equivalence 
h: Z -+ Y to the torsions r( Y, $) and r(Z, $‘) when the latter are defined. Let j,: 
M,(G) + Kf ‘(%+) be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion of rings 
j:ZGcizG+. 
THEOREM. (See 7.3.) j,(r(h)) = r( Y, $) - h,(z(Z, I+V)). In particular, if h is a simple 
homotopy equivalence then t( Y, $) = h,(z(Z, $‘)). 
Let X be a finite connected complex with fundamental group H and let f: X -+ X be 
a n,-equivalence inducing an automorphism 0: H -+ H. Proposition 7.5 asserts that the 
mapping torus, Y = T(X,f) off satisfies H,( Y, &+) = 0; in particular, r( Y, @) is defined. 
Here e: G + T is induced from the natural map Y + S’. In that case, the total Lef- 
schetz-Nielsen invariant off and the torsion invariant of (Y, $), are related as follows: 
THEOREM. (See 7.6.) i,(A(f)) = - r(Y, $) h w ere 
i: ZH,[[t]] 4 &+. 
i, is induced by the inclusion of rings 
The torsion invariant 7( Y, $) can be thought of as a “non-commutative” generalization 
of the “Alexander invariant” of [13] or of the “Alexander quotient” of [7] as follows. Let 
P be a finitely generated abelian group and p: G -+ P a surjective homomorphism. Assume 
that $ factors through p, i.e. there exists $‘: P -+ T such that II/ = Ic/‘p. Let Y be the covering 
space of Y, corresponding to ker(p) c G. Let C,( ?) be the cellular chain complex of Y. We 
regard C,(Y) as a complex of right modules over the ring ZP. Let ZPN be the localization of 
ZP at its multiplicative group of non-zero divisors. 
Suppose C’ = C,. Y)onp ZP, is acyclic. In [7], Fried defined the Alexander quotient, 
denoted by ALEXp( Y), to be the element - s(C’) E Ki ‘(ZP,) where r(C’) is the torsion of 
C’. (Fried prefers to regard ALEXp( I’) as an element of (units in ZP,)/( + P) by applying the 
determinant, but the above formulation is better adapted to our purposes). The inclusion of 
rings i: ZP,G @,$ induces a homomorphism i,: 
a homomorphism p: Ki* “(S,[[t]]) -+ Kf ‘(%i). 
K: ‘(ZPN) + K: ‘(s,‘); p induces 
THEOREM. (See 7.9.) Suppose 7( Y, $) and ALEXp( Y) are both dtlfined. Then p,(z( Y, $)) = 
- i,(ALEXJ Y)). 
Since i, is injective 7( Y, $) determines ALEXp( I’) (see Corollary 7.10). We note that 
when Y is the mapping torus of a x,-equivalence of a finite complex, T( Y, $) and ALEXp( Y) 
are both defined. 
Our torsion invariant can be applied to obtain a new invariant, which we call the 
non-commutative Alexander invariant, for a fibered knot K in a homology 3-sphere; see 
Definition 7.11. This invariant can be thought of as a “non-commutative” generalization of 
the (ideal in Q[t, t- ‘1 generated by the) Alexander polynomial of K. 
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0 1. REVIEW OF HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY AND ONE-PARAMETER 
FIXED POINT THEORY 
For the convenience of the reader, we give a summary of the parametrized fixed point 
theory of [9] and some background material concerning Hochschild homology and traces. 
(A) Algebra 
Let R be a ring and M an R-R bimodule (i.e. a left and right R-module satisfying 
(rlm)r2 = r1(mr2) for all m E M, and rl, r2 E R), the Hochschild chain complex {C,(R, M), d} 
consists of C,(R, M) = R@‘“@M where R @n is the tensor product of n copies of R and the 
boundary operator is given by: 
d(rI@. . .@r,@m) = r2@. . .@r,@mrI 
n-l 
+ 1 ( - l)‘rI 0. f . @ riYi+ 1 0. . . @r,@m 
i=l 
The tensor products are taken over the integers. The n-th homology of this complex is 
the n-th Hochschild homology of R with coefiicient bimodule M. It is denoted by HH,(R, M). 
If M = R with the standard R-R bimodule structure then we write HH,(R) for HH,(R, M). 
A useful reference for this material is [ll]. 
We will be concerned mainly with HH1 and HHO which are computed from 
“. + R@R@MAR@MAM 
rI@ r2@m Hr,@mr 1 - r,r20m + r,0r2m 
r@mk-+mr-rm 
If R is a ring and 4: R -+ R is a ring endomorphism, we define R” to be the R-R 
bimodule whose underlying abelian group is R and whose bimodule structure is given by: 
r. m = rm and m. r = mq5(r) for r E R and m E R@. As applied below, R = ZG, the integral 
group ring of a group G and I#X ZG --f ZG is induced from a group homomorphism I$: 
G + G. 
Elements g1 and g2 of a group G are semiconjugate if and only if there exists g E G such 
that g1 = gg2q5(g-‘). We write C(g) for the semiconjugacy class containing g and G, for the 
set of semiconjugacy classes. The partition of G into the union of its semiconjugacy classes 
induces a direct sum decomposition of HH,(ZG, (ZG)$) as follows: each generating chain 
c=g1@.. .@g,@mcan bewrittenincanonicalformasg,O.. .@g,@g;l.. .g;‘gwhere 
we think of g=gl”’ g,m E G as “marking” a semiconjugacy class. All the generating 
chains occurring in the boundary d(c) are easily seen to have markers in C(g) when put into 
canonical form. For C E G, let C,(ZG,(ZG)@)c be the subgroup of C,(ZG, (iZG)@) generated 
by those generating chains whose markers lie in C. The decomposition (iZG)4 r @,-Ec, ZC 
as a direct sum of abelian groups determines a decomposition of chain complexes 
C,(ZG, (ZG)4) s @cEGm C,(ZG, (ZG)O)c. There results a natural isomorphism 
HH, (ZG, (ZG)‘? g @c, G+ HH, (ZG, (ZG)% where the summand HH, (ZG, (ZG)@‘)c cor- 
responds to the homology classes of Hochschild cycles marked by the elements of C. We call 
this summand the C-component. Given any ZG-ZG bimodule N let iii be the left ZG module 
whose underlying abelian group is N and whose left module structure is given by 
gm = g.m.g -l. There is a natural isomorphism HH, (ZG, N) 2 H, (G, fi) which is induced 
from an isomorphism of the Hochschild complex to the bar complex for computing group 
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homology, see [ll, Theorem l.d]. The decomposition (ZG)” s @CtGm ZC is a direct sum of 
left ZG modules, inducing a direct sum decomposition H,(G, (ZG)4) 2 @cEG4H.+(G, ZC). 
Choosing representatives gc E C we have an isomorphism of left ZG modules 
HC g Z(G/Z(gc)) where Z(h) = {g E G 1 h = gh$(g-‘)} d enotes the semicentralizer of h E G. 
Since H,(G, Z(G/Z(gJ)) is naturally isomorphic to H,(Z(gc)), we obtain a natural isomor- 
phism HH,(ZG, (ZG)“) E @cEG, H,(Z(g,)); furthermore, HH,(ZG, (ZG)@). corresponds 
to the summand H,(Z(gc)) under this identification. In particular HH,(ZG, (ZG)+‘) z ZG,, 
the free abelian group generated by the semiconjugacy classes, and 
HH,(ZG, (ZG)‘? = @c+ H,(Z(gc)), the direct sum of the abelianizations of the semicen- 
tralizers. 
Next, we review traces in Hochschild homology. Let R be a ring and M a R-R bimodule. 
If B is a square matrix over M, its trace, denoted by trace (B) is the element CiBii E M. This 
element can be viewed as a Hochschild O-cycle and thus defines an element of HHO(R, M) 
which we will denote by T,(B). 
If A is a n x m matrix over R and B is a m x n matrix over M, define A@ B to be the n x n 
matrix with entries in the abelian group ROM given by (A@B),, = CkAikOBkj. The trace of 
A@B is then CjkAjkOBkj E ROM. We interpret this trace as a Hochschild l-chain. Clearly, 
it is a cycle if and only if trace (AB) = trace (BA), in which case we denote its homology class 
by T,(A@B) E HHl(R, M). 
We recall the definition of K1 of a ring. Let GL(n, R) denote the general linear group 
consisting of all n x II invertible matrices over R, and let CL(R) be the direct limit of the 
sequence GL(1, R) c GL(2, R) c . . . . A matrix in CL(R) is called elementary if it coincides 
with the identity except for a single off diagonal entry. The subgroup E(R) c CL(R) 
generated by the elementary matrices is precisely the commutator subgroup of CL(R) and 
the abelian quotient group CL(R)/,?(R) is, by definition, K,(R). 
Dejinition 1.1. The Dennis trace homomorphism DT: K,(R) + HH1(R) is given as 
follows. Let M E K,(R) be represented by an invertible n x n matrix A. Then DT(cc) = 
Ti(A@K’). 
Returning to the situation of a group G with a endomorphism 4, let W be a given subset 
of G,. Define 
HH,(ZG, (ZG)+; W) = @ HH,(ZG, (ZG)+), 
CeG,-W 
regarded as a subgroup of HH,(ZG, (ZG)4). It may happen in topological applications that 
trace(A@B) E Ci(ZG, (ZG)“) is not a cycle, but that for an appropriate geometrically 
defined W c G, its C-component [trace(A@B)], E C1(ZG, (ZG)@‘), is a cycle for all C I$ W. 
Then we write T,(A@B; W) for the element of HHI(ZG, (ZG)@; w) c HH1(ZG, (ZG)@) 
whose C-component is represented by [trace(AO B)], for each C E G, - W. 
(B) Review of Classical Fixed Point Theory 
The one-parameter fixed point theory summarized in (C) will be easier to follow if the 
reader recalls the fundamentals of classical fixed point theory. References for all theorems in 
this subsection can be found in [9]. 
Let X be a finite connected CW complex and let f: X + X be a cellular map. Pick 
a basepoint v E X, and a basepath t in X from v tof(v). Write G = rcn, (X, v) and let 4: G -+ G 
be the endomorphism induced byf; here it is understood that the path T is to be used to get 
back fromf(v) to v. Pick an orientation for each cell of X so that we have a preferred basis 
for the cellular chains C,(X). Choose a lift, 0, in the universal cover, 2, of X for each cell e of 
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X. Orient Z compatibly with e. Let 5 be the lift of r which starts at the basepoint, v” E 2, and 
let f”be the unique lift off mapping v” = t(O) to f(l). 
We regard C,(g) as a right ZG chain complex; this means that if o is a loop at u which 
lifts to a path & starting at 6, and if h,,, is the covering transformation sending 0” to k(l), 
then h,,,(q = Z[w]-‘. 
The chain map f*,: C,(z) + C,(g) satisfies x(?g) =jTk(Z)4(g), so it can be viewed as 
a chain map of right ZG complexes only when the right ZG action in the range is changed to 
(Z, g) -c+(g). Each fk is represented by a matrix ((fk)ij) with entries in (ZG)@ defined by 
x(Zj) = Ci e”i(J)ij. T o represent all theA together by a single matrix, we reuse the symbolT* 
to denote the matrix of Ok( - 1)“J: @&k(T) + @kCk(X”), 
Then we have To(&) E HHO(ZG, (ZG)4). As explained above in (A), we may regard 
T,(r*) as lying in ZG,. Write T,,(&J = c cE~+i(f; C)C where each z(f; C) E Z. This element 
of ZG, is classically known as the Reidemeister trace, R(f), of the map f: X + X. The 
integers ~(f; C) are calledfixed point indices off: The number of nonzero fixed point indices is 
the Nielsen number, N(f), off: The sum cc.c,l(f; C) is the Lefschetz number, L(f). 
Next, we recall the well-known theorems of classical fixed point theory. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Lefschetz fixed point theorem). 1f L(f) # 0, thenfhas a fixed point. 
THEOREM 1.3 (Nielsen-Wecken fixed point theorem). The mapfhas at least N(f)jxed 
points. 
Theorem 1.7 below is a stronger version of this theorem. 
Our definitions have been of an algebraic nature, using a CW complex structure on 
X and requiring thatfbe cellular. But there is a parallel topological theory, which we now 
review. For this, letf: X + X be an arbitrary self map of a compact ANR. (Note that a finite 
CW complex is such.) Let the base point u, the base path z, the fundamental group 
G = rci(X, v) etc. be as before. 
Two fixed points x and y of a map f are in the samejxed point class if and only if for some 
path v from x to y, the loop v(fo v-’ is homotopically trivial. This defines an equivalence 
relation on the set of fixed points, Fix(f). There is an injective function Y from the set of 
fixed point classes off to the set, G,, of semiconjugacy classes: the class containing x is 
mapped to the semiconjugacy class containing [p(fo,~-‘r-‘1, where ,U is any path from 
the basepoint u to x. There are only finitely many fixed point classes because nearby fixed 
points are clearly in the same class. 
Each fixed point class B offhas aJixed point index z(f, B) E Z. The precise definition is 
given in [l, p. 561; except in a simple case given below, we will not need this (complicated) 
definition. If B,, . , Bk are the fixed point classes off, the intersection inoariant is defined to 
be O(J) = cj”=i z(,f; Bj)Y(Bj) E ZG,++ E HH,(ZG, (ZG)‘). This O(f) enjoys good homotopy 
invariance properties: 
THEOREM 1.4 (Invariance). 
(a) Iff N g rel {u} then O(f) = O(g). 
(b) If h: (X, v) + (X’, u’) is a homotopy equivalence, and zff: X -+ X andf ‘: X’ -P X’ satisfy 
hf -f.‘h rel{u}, then h,(O(f)) = O(f’). 
We mention Theorem 1.4 because of our interest in its one-parameter analog, Theorem 
1.12 below. 
In the manifold case, O(f) has a geometric interpretation. Let X be a PL n-manifold. 
Every map f: X -+ X is homotopic to a PL map whose graph is transverse to the graph of 
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the identity. Assumefhas this property. Then Fix(f) is a finite set. Each point x E Fix(f) 
has a fixed point index z(f, x); it is defined to be the degree of the map (id - hjh-‘): 
N,(h(x)) - {h(x)) -+ I&!” - (0) where h is a h omeomorphism from a neighborhood of x E X 
to a neighborhood h(x) E IT?? and Np is a ball of radius p > 0 for suitably small p (see [l, 
p. 561 or [S, p. 1461). If the fixed point classes off(which is transverse to the identity) are 
Bk then the previously mentioned fixed point index reduces to z(f, Bj) = 
;::,,‘l;S x). H ence we get the geometric interpretation: 
THEOREM 1.5. O(f) = d=~( Cxe~, 1(x X))‘f’(Bj). 
We write N(f) for the number of fixed point classes Bj for which r(f; Bj) # 0. This is the 
Nielsen number offas defined in [l]. We will see shortly that it equals the previously defined 
Nielsen number when both make sense. 
THEOREM 1.6. Zf dim X 2 3, every map f: X -+ X is homotopic to a map having exactly 
N(f) fixed points. 
Our review is completed by stating the relationship between the algebraic and geometric 
invariants: 
THEOREM 1.7. Let f: X -+ X be a cellular map on a finite C W complex. Then 
R(f) = O(f). Hence the two dejnitions ofN(f) agree, and R(f) is a homotopy invariant in 
both senses of Theorem 1.4. 
(C) One-parameter Fixed Point Theory 
Proofs of all theorems in this subsection can be found in [9]. Let X be as in (B) and let 
I = [a, b], where a < b, be a closed interval with the usual CW structure (consisting of two 
O-cells and one 1 -cell) and orientation of cells. Let F : X x I -+ X be a cellular homotopy, 
where X x I has the product CW structure and its cells are given the product orientation. 
Associated with F is a chain homotopy Dk : C,(X) -+ Ck+ 1(X); if e is an oriented k-cell of 
X, Dk(e) is the (k + I)-chain ( - l)k+l F,(e x I) E C,, r(X), where e x I is given the product 
orientation. 
Remark on Sign Conventions. Let Ei,E be the face of the cube I” = [a, b]” obtained by 
holding the i-th coordinate fixed at b (respectively, a) if E = 1 (respectively, 0). We define the 
corresponding incidence number, [I” : EL,,], to be ( - l)i’E. At the level of cellular n-chains 
we have a,Z’ = xi [I”: EiJ Ei,e. This convention leads to the above ( - l)kfl. Note that 
different sign conventions are used in [3]. 
With notation as in (B), we take (c, a) E X x I as our basepoint and choose a basepath 
r from u to F(u, a). We identify n1 (X x I,(v, a)) with nI(X, v) 3 G via the isomorphism induced 
by the projection p : X x I -+ X. In particular, we write 4 : G + G for the homomorphism 
7r1(X x r,(tl, a))An,(X, F(v, a))%7rI(X, v). 
Let ? be the lift of the basepath T which starts at the basepoint, ij E 2, and let F be the 
unique lift of F mapping (6, a) to 7(l). F induces a chain homotopy &k: C,(g) + Ck+ i(Z). 
More preCiSdy, 4(a) = ( - l)k”Fk(Z x I). As in (B), this SatiSfieS &(ag) 1 &((d)c$(g). The 
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boundary &: C,(T) + Ck_ 1 (_f), however, satisfies &(@) = &(Z)g. Define endomorphisms 
of @J,(d) by fi* = Ok( - l)k+‘&, g* = @,a’,, FO* = Ok( - l)kF&, and 
F& = @k( - l)kflbk. As in (B), we reuse the symbols D”*, z.+, Fob*, and &,* for the ImtriCCS of 
the corresponding endomorphisms. The chain homotopy relation yields the matrix equa- 
tion: 
The minus sign appearing on the left arises from our convention concerning the alternation 
of signs. Note that the entry of the matrix 0” corresponding to an n-cell Z1 and an (n + 1)-cell 
ZZ is the coefficient of e”* in the (n + 1)-chain F*(Pi x I). 
Let w = F(v x I). Then zo is a path from u to F,(V). Note that it is this path which must 
be used to determine the lift Fb of Fb and so even if F, = Fb it is possible that fa # &. 
In the language of (A), consider trace(a”, 0 D”,) E ZG 0 (ZG)+. This is a Hochschild 
l-chain whose boundary is 
trace(o”,4(3.+) - Z.$,) = trace(Fab* - F&. 
The latter might not be zero, so trace(2, 0 D”,) might not be a cycle; but in the important 
special case in which F, and Fb have no fixed points then it can be shown ([9, Theorem 2.61) 
that it is indeed a cycle. In this situation the invariant of interest to us is 
T1 (a”, @ &) E HH1 (ZG, (ZG)+). 
For the general case, recall that we are studying how Fix(F) is altered by homotopies of 
F rel X x (a, b}. Since this is a relative problem it makes sense to remove the influence of F, 
and Fb. Let G,(aF) be the subset {C,, . , ck} of G, consisting of semiconjugacy classes 
associated to fixed points of F, or Fb. 
In the notation of (A), 
T1 (& 0 d,; G&IF)) E HH1 (ZG, (ZG)@; G&F)) c HH1 (ZG, (ZG)+) 
is the desired invariant. As explained in (A) there is a natural isomorphism: 
HH1 (ZG, (ZG)+; G,(dF)) = @ HH1 (ZG, (ZG)+)c 
CeG+-G+(?F) 
When convenient, we identify these abelian groups via the above isomorphism. 
By analogy with the classical case discussed in (B), we define the following basic 
invariant of one-parameter fixed point theory. 
DeJinition 1.8. The one-parameter trace of F is 
R(F) E T,(& @ fi*; G,@F)) E cEG% (PF) HHI(ZG, (ZG)% = HHIPG, (ZG)?. 
* * 
The C-component of R(F) is denoted by t(F, C) E HH1(ZG, (ZG)@), N H,(Z(g& We 
call it theJixed point index of F corresponding to C E G,; it can be viewed as an element of 
H,(X”/Z(gc)). The number of nonzero fixed point indices is the one-parameter Nielsen 
number N(F) of F. 
The augmentation E: ZG -+ Z can be viewed as a morphism E: (ZG)@ -+ Z of ZG-ZG 
bimodules where Z is given the trivial bimodule structure, or as a morphism E: (ZG)@ + z of 
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left ZG modules where 2 is the trivial module. There is a commutative diagram: 





H,(G, (ZG)4) ----!& H,(G, z). 
In particular, the augmentation induces a natural homomorphism HH,(ZG, (ZG)&) + 
H,(G). The one-parameter Lefschetz class, L(F), is defined to be the image of the Hochschild 
homology class R(F) = T,(a”, @ 6,; G,(aF)) in H,(G) under this homomorphism. Note 
that L(F) = C~~(;+-o~(?~jj~(l(F, C)) where j,: H,(Z(gc)) + H,(G) is induced by the inclusion 
Z(gc) = G. 
Remark. In the above formulation, L(F) arose from the trivial representation of G in the 
sense that the augmentation is the extension of the trivial representation to ZG + Z. More 
generally, let S be a ring (typically, S would be the algebra of n x n complex matrices) and let 
p: G + S* be a representation of G in the group of units of S such that p4 = p. One can 
define the p-twisted one-parameter Lefschetz class, L(F, p) E HH1 (ZG, S) g HI (G, s), where 
S has the ZG-ZG bimodule structure determined by p, to be the image of R(F) under the 
induced homomorphism p*: HH,(ZG, (ZG)“) + HH,(ZG, S). 
Two fixed points (x, t) and (y, t’) of F are in the same$xed point class if and only if for 
some path v from (x, t) to (y, t’), the loop (po v)(F 0 1~)~’ is homotopically trivial. This defines 
an equivalence relation on the set of fixed points, Fix(F). Just as in the classical case, there is 
an injective function ‘I’ from the set of fixed point classes of F to the set, G,, of semicon- 
jugacy classes: the class containing (x, t) is mapped to the semiconjugacy class C containing 
sc = C(P”P)(F~P)-~~ - ‘1, where p is any path from the basepoint (v, a) to (x, t). It is easy to 
check that ‘4’ is well-defined, that F has only finitely many fixed point classes, and that fixed 
points in the same path component of Fix(F) are in the same fixed point class. Indeed, with 
the same notation, let o be a loop in FixF c X x [a, b] based at (x, t), and let 
h = [pop-‘] E G. Then it is a straightforward exercise with homotopies to prove: 
PROPOSITION 1.9. The element h lies in the semicentralizer Z(g,). q 
The principal general theorems in [9] are: 
THEOREM 1.10 (One-parameter Lefschetz fixed point theorem). Suppose L(F) # 0. Then 
every map homotopic to F rel X x {u, h} has ajxed point not in the samejixed point class as 
any fixed point in X x {a, b}. In particular, lj” F, and Fb are fixed point free, every map 
homotopic to F rel X x {a, b} has a fixed point. 
THEOREM 1.11 (One-parameter Nielsen-Wecken fixed point theorem). Every map 
homotopic to F rel X x {a, b} h as at least N(F)jxed point classes other than thejixed point 
classes which meet X x {a, b}. In particular, $F, and Fb arefixed point free, thejxed point set 
of every map homotopic to F rel X x {a, b} has at least N(F) path components. 
THEOREM 1.12 (Invariance). 
(a) Let F, H: X x I + X be cellular; if F z H rel X x {a, b} then R(F) = R(H). 
(b) If h: X +X’ is u cellular simple homotopy equivalence, and if F: XX I +X and 
F’: X’x I +X’ are cellulur homotopies such that hF N F’(h x 1) rel X x {a, b}, then 
h+R(F) = R(F). 
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When X is a compact polyhedron, it is possible to extend the definition of R(F) and L(F) 
to arbitrary continuous homotopies F: X x I -+ X by means of simplicial approximation as 
follows. Let K be a triangulation of X and let J be the standard triangulation of I (with two 
vertices and one l-simplex). Consider a simplicial approximation E: Q -+ K to F where Q is 
a subdivision of K x J (K x J denotes a product triangulation obtained without adding 
more vertices). Since / E 1: 1 K 1 x I + 1 K I is cellular (for the cell structure determined by K), we 
may form R(JEI) and L(IEI). 
THEOREM 1.13. There exists a sufJiciently$ne triangulation, K, of X so that R(F) and 
L(F) are well-dejned by R( 1 E 1) and L( I E I), respectively, i.e. if K’ is any subdivision of K and 
E’: Q’-+ K’ is a simplicial approximation to F then R((EI) = R(IE’I) and L(IEI) = L((E’I). 
Furthermore, if F’: X x I -+ X is a continuous homotopy such that F N F’ rel X x {a, b} then 
R(F) = R(F’) and L(F) = L(F). 
We now turn to the manifold case. Let M be a PL (respectively smooth) n-manifold. 
Every map A4 x I -+ M is homotopic to a PL (respectively smooth) map F whose graph is 
transverse to the graph of the projection, and is such that Fix(F) n M x {t} is finite for each 
t E I. It can be arranged that the graph of F then consists of circles and arcs which, for all but 
finitely many values of t, cross M x (t} transversely. If (x, t) lies in such a circle (or arc) 
crossing M x (t} transversely, orient the circle (or arc) in the direction of positive time if 
z(F,, x) is positive, and in the other direction if it is negative; see [S, 9 8 and § 1 l] for details. 
We are only interested in the circles, indeed in circles not in the same fixed point class as 
any arc. Let V be such a circle, let (x, t) E V, let p be a path in M x [a, b] from (v, a) to (x, t), 
and let o be the loop based at (x, t) obtained by traversing V once in the direction of its 
orientation. With notation as above, Proposition 1.9 implies that the corresponding 
element, h, of G lies in Z(g,-). In this way, we associate with V an element of 
H,(Z(gc)) g (Z(gc))ab. If there are two circles Vi and V2 in the same fixed point class, one 
reaches the same semicentralizer Z(g,) from both circles provided the path used for 
(xi, tl) E VI is p, and the path used for (x2, t2) E V, is ,BV, where p(v)F(v)-’ is homotopically 
trivial. One treats any (finite) number of circles similarly. Thus, for each fixed point class, B, 
of F which does not meet M x {a, b}, we have defined an element z(F, B) E HI (Z(gc)), where 
gc = [p(p)F(p-‘T-‘1 represents the semiconjugacy class C, and Y(B) = C. 
Remark. In fact one can always reduce to the case in which only one circle occurs in 
each fixed point class. See [4]. 
Let B,, . . Bk be the fixed point classes of F which do not meet M x {a, b}. Then, for 
j=l ) . k we have z(F, Bj) E H,(Z(gc,)) where Cj = ‘P(Bj). 
Dejinition 1.14. The transverse intersection invariant of F is: 
O(F)= i t(F,Bj)E @ H,(Z(gc))Z HH,(ZG,(ZG)'). 
j=l CEG+ 
The main geometric theorem of [9] can be paraphrased as: 
THEOREM 1 .15. Let M be an oriented smooth or PL n-manifold. Suppose the smooth or PL 
map F: M x I --f M has the above transversality properties. Then O(F) = - R(F). Also, 
d= I jc(z(F, By)) = - L(F), where jc is induced by the inclusion Z(gc) c G. 
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Remark. Proofs in [9] are given for the PL case, but they go through with the obvious 
changes in the smooth case. 
The extent to which O(F) (or R(F)) is the total obstruction to removing the relevant 
circles of fixed points by a homotopy of F rel M x {a, b) is discussed in [9]. 
(D) Homological Computations 
Recall that when f is cellular, the Lefschetz number, L(f’), can be computed from the 
induced homomorphismf,: C,(X) + C,(X) on cellular chains: L(f) = Ci( - 1)’ trace(h). 
There is a similar method for computing the one-parameter Lefschetz class L(F), where F: 
XxZ-+Xiscellular,I=[a,b].LetA,:G -+ H,(G) E Gab be the abelianization homomor- 
phism; its natural extension to a ring homomorphism ZG -+ ZG,, will also be denoted by 
Al. Let AZ:ZG,b+G,b be the natural homomorphism and let A : ZG + Gab be the com- 
posite A = A2A1. Let X be as in (C). Let x be the universal aheliun cover of X (i.e. the 
covering space of X corresponding to ker A,). Let a* be the boundary operator of the 
cellular chain complex C,(x) and let D, be the chain homotopy determined by F. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Suppose F has no fixed points in X x {a, b}. Then 
L(F) = A(trace(8,D.J) = A,(trace(a,D,)) E Gab. 0 
When making use of the above formula, one should take note of the alternation of signs 
convention built into the block matrix D, as described in (C). 
Remark. In the special case of a “cyclic” homotopy, i.e. a self-homotopy F: f YJ L(F) 
can be computed (over a field of coefficients) at the level of homology, see [lo]. This formula 
involves the cohomology algebra of X and the homomorphism H,(X x S’) + H,(X) 
determined by the cyclic homotopy F; it can be viewed as a one-parameter analog of the 
Hopf trace formula which asserts, in the classical case, that a chain level trace is equal to 
a homology trace. 
5 2. ONE-PARAMETER FIXED POINT THEORY AND FLOWS 
In this section we apply the theory of 4 1 to flows. 
(A) The Fuller Index and the Fuller Homology Class 
Let M” be a closed connected oriented C” -manifold. Let a C” vector field .F be given on 
M, and let @: M x [w -+ M be the flow obtained by integrating 3’. The point 
(x, t) E M x (0, CC) is a periodic point if 0(x, t) = s. There are two kinds of periodic points: 
(i) if @(ix} x Iw) = {x} th en every point of {x} x (0, m) is called a stationary point; 
(ii) if there is a least positive number q such that 0(x, q) = x, then the set 
{(@(x, t),q) IO I t I q) is called a periodic orbit of multiplicity 1. More generally, let 
k = mq, where m is a positive integer, and call the set {(a(~, t), k) / 0 I t I k} 
a periodic orbit of period k and multiplicity m. 
Thus, a periodic point (x, t) E M x (0, co) is either stationary or lies on a periodic orbit. 
A periodic set, P, is a subset of M x (0, CC) which is the union of periodic orbits. This set is 
isolated if it has a compact neighborhood in M x (0. CC) (called an isoiutiny neighborhood) 
containing no other periodic points. 
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In his fundamental paper [8], Fuller assigns an integral homology class 
A(P) E H1(M x (0, co)) = H,(M) to each compact periodic set P. When P is an isolated 
periodic orbit of period k write P = {(0(x, t), k) 10 I t I k}. Then A(P) is the homology 
class represented by the index cycle, i.e. the singular l-cycle z(f”, x). co. Here, (x, k) E P, the 
primitive loop o is the l-cycle [0, q] + M given by t H @(x, t); an open (n - l)-disk, D, 
containing x and transverse to P is chosen by the “method of sections” together with a “first 
return map”, J taking a neighborhood of x in D back into D, where f has the form 
f(y) = Q(y, t(y)); and z(f”, x) E Z is the classical fixed point index of “the m-th return map”, 
f”, at its isolated fixed point x ED. When P is the union of finitely many isolated periodic 
orbits Pi, then A( u Pi) is defined to be CiA(Pi). 
When P is an arbitrary compact isolated periodic set for which V is an isolating 
neighborhood, one applies [S, Lemma 3.11 to perturb the vector field X to a new vector field 
J’ whose corresponding periodic set P’ (for which V is again isolating) is the union of 
finitely many isolated periodic orbits; and then one defines A(P) to be A(P’). Fuller proves 
that A(P) is well-defined and is invariant under appropriate deformation of the vector field 
X (“continuation”); see [8, Theorem 11. 
This A(P) is the Fuller homoloyq~ class of P. If P is a single orbit of multiplicity m, we may 
rewrite our representative cycle as (l(f”,x)/ ). m mu. The rational number z(f”,x)/m is 
called the Fuller irldes of P. There is a consistent homotopically invariant way of extending 
this Q-valued Fuller index to arbitrary compact isolated periodic sets so that it is additive 
on finite unions of periodic orbits; see [8, Theorem 21. 
Remark. Let {t} denote the integral homology class of the integral cycle T. Then 
A(P) = z(f”, x) {o}. If 101) is a torsion element of H,(M), then it is, in general, not valid to 
write A(P) in the form (Fuller index of P)m{o}. 
A useful homological characterization of A(P) has been given by Franzosa [6]. Let the 
compact neighborhood N of P be a submanifold of M x (0, co). Define 4: (N, aN) + (M x M, 
M x M - A(M)) by 4(x, t) = (x, @(x, t)). H ere, A(M) denotes the diagonal in M x M. Let 
,u’ E H”(M x M, M x M - A(M)) be the Thorn class, and let 6 denote the Lefschetz duality 
isomorphism. Define A’(P) to be the image of p’ under the composition 
H”(M x M, M x M - A(M))LH”(N, aN)LH,(N) 
AH,(M x (0, cQ)-++H1(M). 
Here, i is inclusion and p is projection. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. ([6; Prop. 3.21) A’(P) = A(P). 0 
By applying this proposition, we can use the one-parameter Lefschetz class of 9 l(C) to 
detect periodic orbits as follows. Assume Q has no stationary points. Let 0 < E < U < co be 
such that @ has no periodic orbit of period E or U. Let P be the union of all the periodic 
orbits whose periods lie in (E, U). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let F: M x [E, U] + M be the restriction of Q to M x [E, U]. Then 
A’(P) = - L(F). 
We show that A’(P) is a standard “intersection class”, and we then use Theorem 1.15 to 
conclude that the latter is - L(F). 
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Let p E H”(M x M) be the image of the Thorn class, p’, under the homomorphism on 
cohomology induced by the inclusion of pairs (M x M,@ c (M x M, M x M - A(M)). Let 
[M] E H,(M) be the fundamental class, and let A: M -+ M x M be the diagonal map. Then 
p is the Poincare dual of A*[M]. 
Let W be a compact disk bundle neighborhood of A(M) c M x M. There are three 
relevant cap products: 
H”(M x M) 0 H,,(M x M)&-+H,,(M x M) 
H”(M x M, M x M - A(M)) @ H,,(M x M, M x M - A(M))& H,(M x M) 
fry w, a W) 0 Hzn( w, d W)g+H,( W). 
As we have said, I-( n [M x M] = A* [M]. Using the three cap products, and functorial- 
ity (see [ 18, 5.6.16]), one deduces: 
LEMMA 2.3. pew n [W] = AT[M] E H,(W), where [W] E H2,,( W, 2 W) is the jiinda- 
mental class, ,uw E H”( W, i, W) z H”( W, W - A(M)) is the image qf ,a’ and AE[M] E H,(W) 
corresponds to A* [M] E H,(M x M). 0 
Let I? (M x [E, U], M x {E, U})+(M x M, M x M - A(M)) be the map (x,t)r-+ 
(x, F(x, t)). Pick a compact manifold neighborhood, N, of FixF sufficiently small that there 
is a commutative diagram: 
(M x [E, U], M x (E, Uf) --fk (MxM, MxM-A(M)) 
k/ ii 
F 
(N,aN) - (W, W - A(M)) 
In the next Lemma, ” .” denotes the homology intersection product, (i.e. the dual of cup 
products of duals): 
LEMMA 2.4. pw n F’,[N] = AT[M].F;[N]. 
Proof Let 6 denote Lefschetz duality. 
A:[M].F;[N] = 6(X’Ay[M] u 6-‘F;[N]) 
= 6(puw u 6- ’ Fi [N]) by Lemma 2.3 
= (PW u 6-‘F;[N]) n [W] = pLw n (K’F;[N] n [W]) 
= pw n F;[N]. 3 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let TC: M x M -+ M be projection on the first factor. 
A’(P) = P,i,(k*F*(p’) n CM = p*i,(F’*(pw) n CNI) 
= G.~,F’JF’*~) n CW = M,b n F;CNl) 
= n,j*(Ar[M] F;[N]) by Lemma 2.4, 
= n*(A* [Ml. F, CM x CE, ull). 
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It remains to show that this last expression coincides with - L(F). For economy of 
notation, we write J=[&,U] and QrMxJxM. Define F”: MxJ+Q by 
F”(x, t) = (x, t, F(x, t)). Define rc’: Q -+ M x M to be the projection (x, t, y) H(X, y) and rr”: 
Q + M to be the projection (x, t, y) I+ x. Then 7~” = nrc’ and F = x’F”. Let i: M x J + M be 
i(x, t) = (x, t,x). Assume that the disk bundle neighborhood W has been chosen so that 
F(M x 8J) c M x M - W. Define codimension 0 submanifolds a,Q and 8,Q of aQ by 
8,Q = (n’)-‘(W) n 8Q and i3,Q = (z’))‘(M x M - W) n 3Q. Then, (Q;a,Q, a,Q) is 
a manifold triad. Let 8,: H”(Q, dlQ) + H,, I(Q, a,Q) and al: H”(Q, 8,Q) -+ H,, I (Q, r?,Q) be 
the Lefschetz duality isomorphisms. Consider the graph of F, Graph(F) c Q, and the graph 
of the projection proj: M x J -+ M, Graph(proj) c Q. The oriented manifold with boundary 
Graph(F) represents the homology class F’;, [M x J] E H,+ i (Q, a,Q); similarly, Graph(proj) 
represents i, [M x J] E H,, i (Q, Z,Q). By Theorem 1.15, - L(F) is represented geomet- 
rically by the l-cycle obtained by making Graph(F) transverse rel aQ to Graph(proj) and 
then projecting to M. The homology class of this cycle is given by: 
n;(i,[M x J].Fi[M x J]) = ni((G;‘(i,[M x J]) us;‘(Fa[M x J])) n [Q]) 
= n;(&‘(i,[M x J]) n F;[M x J]) 
= TI*~;((x’)*(~‘) n F;[M x J]) 
= ~.+.(u’ n F,[M x J]) (note F, = rciF!J 
= q(A*(M).&[M x J]) 
where in the third line we have used the fact that 6;‘(i,[M x J]) = (I’)* (recall 
$ E H”(M x M, M x M - A(M)) is the Thorn class). 0 
Combining Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 we get: 
THEOREM 2.5. With @‘, F and P as above, the Fuller homology class A(P) and the 
one-parameter Lefschetz class L(F) are related by A(P) = - L(F). 0 
Remark. A proof of Theorem 2.5 which avoids reference to [6] and to the methods used 
above in the proofs of 2.222.4 can be constructed using the ii-index of [4]; however, the 
dependence on Theorem 1.15 remains: compare (B) below. 
To make computations from this, one should invoke Proposition 1.16: 
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose @ has no stationary points. Let Y be a C W decomposition of 
M and let D,: C,(Y) -+ C,(Y) be a chain homotopy determined by F = @fMx ,E,vI. Then the 
Fuller homology class of the union of all the periodic orbits in M x [E, U] is: 
A(P) = - L(F) = - A(trace(8,D.J) = - A2 (trace(8,D.J) E H,(M) = G,,. 
In particular, if A(trace(8,D.J) # 0 then @ has a periodic orbit whose period lies in 
(E, U). cl 
Of course the one-parameter Lefschetz class detects periodic orbits even when @ has 
stationary points, but then F may have fixed points in M x {E, U} so the clean formula in 
Proposition 1.16 may not be available. 
(B) Fixed Point Classes of Orbits 
The partition of the fixed points of @ into fixed point classes was essentially explained in 
6 l(C), the only difference here being that the domain, M x [w, is not compact, so that there 
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might be infinitely many fixed point classes. However, with hypotheses and notation as in 
(A), the restriction F = QIMMxtE,Lil has only finitely many fixed point classes. We wish to 
describe R(F). 
Pick a basepoint x0 E M. Since a0 = id, we may assume that F induces the identity on 
G (see ij l(C)), so that the semiconjugacy classes of 9 l(C) are true conjugacy classes. 
Let P be an isolated periodic orbit of period k and multiplicity m, where E < k < U. Let 
x E M be such that (0(x, t), k) E P for some (hence all) t in [0, k]. As in (A), the primitive loop 
is o: [O,q] -+ M. Pick a path p in M from x0 to x. Let C c G be the conjugacy class 
containing gc E [KY”‘P- ‘1. By Proposition 1.9, h = [PLOP- ‘1 determines an element of 
H,(Z(g,-)) which we denote by (0). We then associate with the orbit P the element 
r(f”‘,.){~> E: Hi@&)) z HHi(ZG)c c HHi (ZG), where, as in (A),fis a first return map at 
x E P. 
Suppose the periodic set in M x (E, U) consists of finitely many periodic orbits Pi (of 
multiplicity mi, period miqi, and defining primitive 100p Oi: [0, qi] + M). Let Cc = ‘I’(B(Pi)) 
where B(Pi) is the fixed point class of Pi (see 0 l(C) for the definition of Y). Then 
{UC> E Hi (Z(gc,)) an d we may form what we call the Nielsen-Fuller invariant: 
wherefi is a first return map at xi E Pi. [By careful choice of the paths pi, one ensures that 
one gets the same gc E C for all Pi corresponding to C.] 
The similarity between this (non-transverse) invariant O’(F) and the transverse invariant 
O(F) defined in 3 l(C) is intentional, for we have: 
THEOREM 2.7. - R(F) = O’(F). 
Proof We make use of Theorem 4.4 
associated with each circle of fixed points. 
of [4]. In that paper an integer index, il, is 
Inspection of the definition there shows that in 
the present situation this index leads to the invariant O’( .), and in the transverse case it 
leads to O( ). It is shown in [4] (see especially the proof of Proposition 3.6 of [4]) that F is 
homotopic rel M x {E, U} to a map F’ transverse to p such that the i,-index is preserved. The 
meaning of this is that O’(F) = O(F’). By Theorem 1.15, @(F’) = - R(F’), and by Theorem 
1.13, R(F’) = R(F). Note that while in [4] there is a standing hypothesis dim M 2 4, that 
assumption is not needed for the argument being used here. 0 
Remarks. 
(1) As we remarked in (A), the above proof also gives an alternative proof of Theorem 2.5. 
(2) A similar result holds when 0 has stationary points. This involves “discarding” the 
conjugacy classes associated to F, and Fu as described in $ l(C). 
(3) If one works over the rational numbers then O’(F) @ Q can be rewritten as: 
B’(F) 0 Q = x(Fuller index of PJmi({oi} @ 1) E HHi(ZG) @ Q. 
I 
5 3. THE EULER CLASS OF THE NORMAL BUNDLE OF A NON-SINGULAR FLOW 
In this section, we apply our methods to find a trace formula for the Euler class of the 
normal bundle of a non-singular flow. 
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The classical Poincare-Hopf index theorem asserts that if X is a smooth vector field on 
the compact oriented manifold M with only finitely many zeros then the global sum of the 
indices of X equals the Euler characteristic of M. The global sum of the indices of X can be 
viewed as a geometric definition of the Poincart dual of the Euler class of the tangent 
bundle of M; on the other hand the Euler characteristic can be defined as an alternating sum 
of traces on homology (or cellular chains). We now proceed to formulate and prove 
a “one-parameter” analog of the PoincarbHopf index theorem. 
Let % be a non-singular vector field on the closed connected oriented n-manifold M and 
let CD be the flow on M determined by X. Let E > 0 be such that the restriction F: 
M x [ - E, E] + M of 0 contains no fixed points other than the points of M x (0). (Of 
course, all points (x, 0) are fixed.) 
The vector field defines an oriented trivial line subbundle, ;1, of z = T(M), the tangent 
bundle of M. Let q be any (n - 1)-dimensional subbundle of z complementary to 1, e.g. if 
M is given a Riemannian metric, take q to be the normal bundle of the flow 0. The Euler 
class of the vector bundle ‘I, denoted by e(q), lies in H”-‘(M), see [14]. 
Recall from 5 l(C) the one-parameter Lefschetz class L(F) E H,(M). 
THEOREM 3.1 (One-parameter PoincarbHopf theorem). - L(F) is the Poincari dual 
ofe(rl). 
Proof. For any vector bundle y, let E,,(y) denote the complement of the zero section of y. 
Write J = [ - E,E]. Let l? M x (J, &I) -+ (Ii4 x M, M x M - A(M)) be the map 
(x, t) I--+(X, F(x, t)), and let W be a compact disk bundle neighborhood of A(M) c M x M. 
To save notation we identify (E(r), E,(r)) with (k, I@ - A(M)), using an exponential map, 
see [14, p. 1211. Define F’, in the diagram below, to send (x, t) to the tangent vector at x of 
“length and direction t” in E(I1) c E(v] 0 2). The following diagram commutes up to 
homotopy (because F has no fixed points except at M x (0)): 
i 
1 
(MxM, MxM-A(M)) z M x (J, &I). 
Here, i and j are inclusions. 
The map F’: M x J -+ E(v] 0 2) is homotopic to the “suspension” of the zero section sO: 
M + E(q). Writing Y for “restriction” and 6 for duality, we obtain a commutative diagram: 
H”- ’ bW, EohN 
v&d* 





H”@ (4, &(~)I H”( XM) 
II 
(Pm’ I 
H”(M x M, M x M - A(M)) 
F’ 
- H”(M x (J, c3.J)) --BtHl (M) 
TOP 33-4-G 
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In this diagram, the fundamental class u,, E H”-’ (E(r), E,(V)) goes to e(q) E H”-‘(M); 
see [14, p. 1193; furthermore, the Thorn class p’ E H”(M x M, M x M - A(M)) goes to 
I = rc*(A* [Ml. F, [M x J]) E H,(M), where we use the notation of $ 2(A); and u, is the 
“suspension” of u,,. As explained in the proof of Proposition 2.2, I = - L(F). 0 
Remarks. 
(1) In the special situation of Theorem 3.1, the invariant R(F) carries no more informa- 
tion than L(F) as all of the fixed points of F are associated with the conjugacy class of the 
identity element of xl(M). 
(2) In [9, 0 51, L(F) is computed in a variety of situations using cellular chains; for 
example, in connection with the flows arising from circle actions on 3-dimensional lens 
spaces. By Theorem 3.1, these calculations give a practical way of computing the Euler class 
of the normal bundle. Another (purely homological) method of computing L(F) in case F is 
a cyclic homotopy (such as a circle action) is given in [lo] (see the remark following 
Proposition 1.16). 
$4. SUSPENSION FLOWS 
(A) Suspension Semiflows 
Let X be a connected CW complex with base point x0 E X. Given a continuous map 
f:X --+ X, its mapping torus, denoted by r(X,f), is the space obtained from X x [IO, 1] by 
identifying (x, 1) with (f(x), 0) f or each x E X. The image of (x, s) E X x [O, l] in T(X,f) will 
be denoted by [x, s]. Iff is cellular then T(X,j) inherits a natural CW structure. Choose 
a basepath cr from x0 tof(xo) and let 8: H -+ H be the self homomorphism of H = 7c1 (X, x0) 
determined by f and cr. 
Let Y = r(X,f). Choose y. = [x0, 0] as a basepoint for Y and let G = rcr( Y, yo). There 
is a canonical map of Y to the standard circle S’ (realized as complex numbers of unit 
modulus) given by: pf: Y -+ S’, ps( [x, s]) = eznis. Suppose that f is a xl-equivalence; i.e. the 
induced mapf, :rrl (X, x0) + rrr (X,f(xo)) is an isomorphism. Thus 8: H -+ H, defined above, 
is an automorphism. Then the group G is a semidirect product of H with T = nl(S’, 1); 
there is an exact sequence: H++G+,T where H-G is induced by the inclusion X 4 Y, 
x H [x, 01, and G-H T is induced by ps. Choose t E G projecting to a generator of T so that 
8:H + H is given by h H tht-‘. 
Warning. In the case wheref(xo) = x0 this convention means that t is represented by 
the loop I + T(X,f), u H [x0, 1 - u]. We make this choice because we deal with right 
modules, and we prefer t rather than t-l to appear in our matrices. 
A semifow on a space is a continuous action of the additive semigroup of non-negative 
real numbers. The mapping torus Y = T(X,f) supports a natural semiflow, denoted here by 
O:Yx[O, co)-+ Y, called the suspension of ,f: It is given by the formula: 
Q( [x, s], u) = [fts+“l (x), (s + u) mod l] where [s + u] is the integer part of s + a. If fis 
cellular and [0, co) carries the usual CW complex structure then Q, is a cellular map. 
Fix an integer e 2 1. Let I = @lrxto,/+ rl. We wish to compute R(r). 
Since 8 is an isomorphism, the universal cover, f, of Y = T(X,f) can be thought of as 
the mapping telescope off:2 -+ 2. Assumefis cellular. Then we have the following model, 
denoted by C,(F), for the cellular chain complex of ?. Let (C,(z), .5) be the cellular chain 
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complex of 2. Define C,(f) by 
C,(F) = (C,-1(~)OC,(~))O,iZCt, t-l1 (4.1) 
where the right action of G on C,,(P) is given as follows: if htj E G and a@t’ E C.(f) then 
(a@t’)ht’= aO’(h)@t’ . ‘+j A choice of oriented lifts of the (n - 1)-cells and the n-cells of 
X determine a finite ZG basis for the right ZG-module C,(F). The matrix of the boundary 
operator Jn + I . C, + i(P) + C,(P) with respect to the given ZG bases is: 
[ 
CA1 0 
(- l),+l(, - Cm c,&+11 1 
where [x8,,] is the matrix of x8,,, [fn] is the matrix ofx and I is an identity matrix of the 
same size as [fn]. For the calculations in this section, the reader should note the Remark on 
Sign Conventions in $1(C). 
Let D”:C,( P) + C, + 1 (F) be the chain homotopy defined by r. The matrix for 
fi”:C,(P) + C,+,(f) is 
0 ( - l)n+l~:,&mi 
0 0 I. 
THEOREM 4.2. R(T) E HH,(ZG) is represented by the Hochschild l-cycle 
I-1 
.?O’ - I) 
n+l trace((Z - [iIt)@ C ([JJt)‘). 
i=O 
Proof: Computing the Hochschild l-chain trace(a,@d,) using the above matrices, we 
obtain En > O( - l)“+’ trace((Z - [~]t)@~jEO([~]t)i). Since To and rl+i have fixed 
points, we must discard terms corresponding to Gr(8T) (see $1(C)). In the present context, 
this means discarding tensors whose total exponent sum in the variable t is 0 or / + 1. Note 
that a term of the form 10~ is a Hochschild boundary because 10~ = d(l@l@u). In 
particular, terms of the form trace(Z@( [x]t)“) can be omitted and terms of the form 
trace(Z@Z) can be retained without affecting the homology class of the resulting chain. q 
If, in Theorem 4.2, we let 8 -+ co , the limit of the matrix xli,‘( [j’.] t)’ can be viewed as 
the inverse of Z - [x] t in the appropriate algebraic context, and then the whole formula 
becomes the Dennis trace of the element of K-theory represented by the finite alternating 
product of the invertible matrices Z - [x]t, n 2 0. This observation motivates much of 95 
and $6. 
The next two subsections provide geometric motivation for the algebra of $5. 
(B) Fixed Point Classes 
The language of periodic orbits carries over from 92(A). In this case there are no 
stationary points, and periods of periodic orbits are always positive integers. Indeed, if we 
regard X as a subset of Y, each periodic orbit of period k can be described as 
((@(x, u),k)lO I u I k} w h ere x E X. Writing m for the multiplicity, we have k = mq. The 
point x E X is a “period q point” ofL i.e. q is the least positive integer such thatfq(x) = x. 
Conversely, if x is a period q point ofJ if m 2 1 and if k = mq, then {(a(~, a), k) 10 I u 5 k) 
is a periodic orbit of period k and multiplicity m. 
The fixed points of any iterate,f, are partitioned into fixed point classes as described in 
$1(B), and these correspond to semiconjugacy classes in Ho’. On the other hand, the periodic 
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orbits of @ consist of fixed points of @ in the sense of $1(C), and their fixed point classes 
correspond to conjugacy classes contained in G1 (the set of conjugacy classes of G). Let Gi (r) 
be the subset of G, consisting of all conjugacy classes represented by elements of G of the 
form ht’ where h E H; the sets {Go} partition G1. The function fi:He’ + G,(r) induced by 
h ++ ht’ is surjective. The cyclic group (0) of automorphisms of H generated by 8 acts on 
the set HO’: 0 sends the semiconjugacy class of h to that of B(h). In fact, p induces a bijection 
Her/(e) + G,(r). The following proposition is well known and easy to prove: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let x be ajixed point ofy, whose corresponding semiconjugacy class is 
C E He’. Then b(C) E G1 is the conjugacy class corresponding to the orbit 
{(a@, u), r) IO I u I r>. 0 
This action of (0) on He’ partitions the fixed point classes into (B)-orbits. We say that 
x, y E Fix(f) are in the samefixed point class off* mod (0) if the fixed point classes of x and 
y lie in the same (8)-orbit. 
We saw in $1(A) that HH,(Z H, ZHe’) z ZH,,. As will be shown in $5(A), 8 induces an 
action on HHO(ZH, ZH@j. The quotient group of co-invariants of this action, denoted by 
HHO(ZH, ZHe’)e, plays an important role in the algebra in $5. The group HHO(ZH, ZHe’)e 
is naturally isomorphic to the quotient Z [HeF/( O)]. Proposition 4.3 should be seen as the 
geometric explanation for the appearance of HH,(ZH, ZHer)e. 
(C) The Intersection Znvariants 
With notation as in (A), take the underlying space of X to be a closed connected smooth 
oriented (n - 1)-manifold, N,f: N -’ N to be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism, and 
Y E T(N, f) to be our n-manifold M. Then the associated semiflow is (part of) a smooth 
flow on M. In this subsection we assume that for each iterate f’ off (r 2 1) the graph off 
is transverse to the graph of the identity. 
The intersection invariant (see Theorem 1.5) off’ is: 
e(f)= c c z(f’,x)yWr))EZHe 
B(r) x E B(r) 
where {B(r)) is the set of fixed point classes off ‘. Note that each B(r) is a finite set. In (B) we 
had a coarser partitioning of the fixed points into fixed point classes mod(e). A typical 
such class is denoted by B(r)e. The image of O(f ‘) is: 
O(f’) = C Jf 1 (f ‘, x)*(B(r)e) E zCHe~l(e>l 
B(r),, x t B(r), 
Here, *(B(r),) E Her/(e) has the obvious meaning. 
The orbit of x E Fix( f ‘) is the set Q z {f”(x) 10 < s I r - 1 }. If qQ is the cardinality of 
this orbit, then qQ divides r: the integer mQ s r/qa is the multiplicity of the orbit Q. Since f is 
a diffeomorphism, I( f ‘, y) takes the same value at all points y E Q. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. 
O(f’) = rC 1 (h,) l(f ixQ) 
mlr Q E O(S*,m) 
where O( f ‘,m) is the set of orbits Q off’ of multiplicity m, xQ is a representative point of Q, and 
h, E H represents the element of Her/( 0) associated (via q) with Q. 
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Proof All the points of Q are in the same fixed point class mod (0). So the contribution 
of Q to o(f’) is 1 ~.Qtf’,~)(hQ) = 4Q df’~~Q)(hQ) = r[&f’,xQ)/m](hQ). 0 
The suspension flow @ offhas finitely many periodic orbits of any given (positive integer) 
period. 
Fix a positive integer /, and let 0 < E < & < U < L + 1. Let F = @lMXucrl. The set 
Fix(F) consists of finitely many periodic orbits P, each of period I /. Let kr = mr qr be the 
period of P, where mp is its multiplicity. Clearly, the Nielsen-Fuller invariant of $2(B) is: 
Q’(F) = 1 c c Qfk, XP)(~P) EHHIW). 
k=l mik PsC(F,k,m) 
(4.5) 
Here, xp E N n P is a representative point of P, O(F, k, m) is the set of periodic orbits P of 
period k and multiplicity m, and wp:[O, qr] + M x [E, U] is the primitive loop of P. The 
homology class {wp} lies in HH,(ZG),(,(,,,, where the conjugacy class Y(B(P)) E G1 is 
specified as follows: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let t(fk, xp){op} b e a summand in the above formula for O’(F), for 
a given period k and multiplicity m. Let Q be the orbit of xp E Fix(p). Let 
k [t(f”, xr)/m] ( hQ ) be the corresponding summand of o(f”) in Proposition 4.4. Then the 
conjugacy class Y@(P)) E G1 is represented by hQtk E G. Moreover, this conjugacy class is 
represented geometrically by the loop CO,” in M. 
Proof: This follows from 4.3, Proposition 1.9 and the discussion in $2(B). 0 
All this suggests a comparison of O’(F) E HH1(ZG) with 
W’(F) = i o(f) E &H&3). 
I= 1 r=1 
By Theorem 2.7, O’(F) carries the information we are studying about the orbits of @ in 
M x [E, U]. On the other hand G”(F) is entirely derivable from the classical Nielsen fixed 
point theory of the mapsf,f2,. . . , fc. The comparison of these two invariants will be done 
in $6(B) once the required algebra is developed; see Theorem 6.12. 
$5 K-THEORY AND ZETA FUNCTIONS 
(A) “Non-commutative” Analogs of Zeta Function Identities 
In this subsection we construct a “non-commutative” version of the Weil zeta function 
in an appropriate algebraic context. 
Let S be an associative ring with unit and 8:s -+ S a ring homomorphism. We do not 
assume S is commutative; in typical applications S will be the integral group ring of a group 
H and 8 will be induced by an automorphism of H. 
Let (C, 8) be a finitely generated chain complex of right S-modules such that each Ci is 
free with a given basis. Suppose f,: C + C is a B-homomorphism, i.e. a degree 0 homomor- 
phism of the underlying graded abelian groups such that fi(mr) =fi(m)g(r) for m E Ci and 
r E S. Recall that the Reidemeister trace off,, which we denote by R( f,), is the element of 
HHO(S,Se), the 0-th Hochschild homology of S with coefficients in the bimodule S’ (see 
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$1(A)), represented by the alternating sum of traces: ‘JSj( - 1)’ trace[f;] where [fj] is the 
matrix Offj with respect to the given basis. 
For each integer n 2 1, the endomorphism B:S + S induces a chain endomorphism of 
C.&S, Se”) given on k-chains by 8# (a,@ ... @akOm) = Qa,)@ . . . 0 @a,&@(m) which in 
turn induces an endomorphism, also denoted by 8,) of HH,(S, SO”). Define 
HH, (S, Se”)O = coker (1 - 8, : HHO(S, Se”) + HHO (S, Se”)). 
For n 2 1 the n-th iterate of f,, denoted fz, is a P-homomorphism. Note that 
R(f”,) E HH,,(S,S’“). Let i?(f”,) denote the image of R(f”,) in HHO(S, S’“)e. Geometric 
motivation for the passage from Rcf;) to R(j-2) has been given in $4(B). 
Definition 5.1. The Lefschetz-Nielsen series of a &homomorphism jI,: C + C is 
given by 
LN(f,) = (Rcf;)),“= I E fi HHo (S, S’“)e. 
n=l 
Define the O-twisted power series ring, denoted by S,[[t]], as follows: elements of 
Se[[t]] are formal series I,? g Ui t’ where Ui E S and t is an indeterminate. Multiplication is 
defined by 
Letf,:C --f C be a B-homomorphism and let ni be the cardinality of the given basis of 
Ci. Let I, denote an m x m identity matrix. The matrix l+ - [fi] t is invertible over Se[[t]]; 
its inverse is given by ~,?,([f;.] t)‘. W e regard lni - [A] t as an element of the infinite 
general linear group over S’e[[t]] and so we can define A(&.) E K,(Se[[t]]) as follows: 
Definition 5.2. Forf,:C -+ C as above, A(f,) E KI(SO[[t]]) is the element represented 
by the finite alternating product Hi> ,, (I,< - [fi]t)‘-‘)‘+‘. 
This subsection is mainly concerned with the relationship between A(f,) and LN(f,), 
see Theorems 5.6 and 5.10. We begin by showing that A(f,) is independent of choice of basis 
under a mild hypothesis on S. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose S has the property that any two bases of ajnitely generatedfree 
module have the same cardinality. Then Au,) E K,(S,[[t]]) is independent of the choice of 
bases ef the Ci’s. 
Remark. An integral group ring satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 5.3, ([3, p.361). 
Proof. Let cfi]’ be the matrix offi with respect to another basis of Ci. By the hypothesis 
on S, the change of basis matrix A is a square matrix of the same size as Lfi] and 
[jJ’ = A[fi]&K’). Thus 
I,, - Cf;yt = I,( - A[fi]ep-l)t = I,~ - A[f;:ltP = A(I,( - [f;:ltp-1 
and so I,, - [1;:] t and I,,; - [J]‘t represent the same element of K,(Se[[t]]). 0 
Let M, c Se[[t]] be the two sided ideal generated by t and let Us be the subgroup of 
S,[[t]]*, the multiplicative subgroup of units of Se[[t]], of elements of the form 1 + U, 
u E Ms. Let eu:Se[[t]] + S be evaluation at t = 0; note that eu is a ring homomorphism. 
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PROPOSITION 5.4. Let Us be the image of the natural map Us + K,(S,[[t]]). Then 
K,(S,[[t]]) r UsOK1(S). More precisely, the sequence 
04 0, 2 K,(S,[[t]])ev;K1(S)+O 
is split exact where iJs _!, K,(S,[[t]]) . IS inclusion, ev, is induced by evaluation at zero and 
the splitting is given by the homomorphism K 1 (S) 4 K,(S,[[t]]) induced by the inclusion of 
rings SqS,[[t]]. 
Proof Clearly ev,i = 0 and ev, j is the identity, so it suffices to show that 
ker(ev,) c us. An element u E ker(ev,) can be represented by an invertible matrix B which 
has the following form: its diagonal entries lie in Us and its off diagonal entries lie in Ms. 
Consider the matrix operations: multiply a row by an element of Us, multiply a column by an 
element of Us, add a multiple J. E Ms of one row to a different row, add a multiple 1 E Ms of 
one column to a different column. Such operations preserve the form of B; furthermore, 
B can be transformed to a diagonal matrix over Us by such operations. A diagonal matrix 
over Us represents an element of U,. 0 
If A is an n x n matrix over S then the matrix I, - At, which is invertible over S,[[t]], 
represents an element of U, because ev(l, - At) = I,. In particular, the alternating product, 
A(&), of Definition 5.2 also lies in i?,. 
. . 
Remark. The element of pn E us represented by the matrix I, - At can be thought of as 
a “non-commutative” analog of the characteristic polynomial of linear algebra. Indeed, if 
S = F is a field and 8 = id then pA is identified via the determinant to det(l, - At) which 
is related to the characteristic polynomial, CA(t), of A by the formal identity 
tncA(t-‘) = det(Z, - At) in F[t, t-l]. 
Let DT:K,(S,[[t]]) -+ HH,(S,[[t]]) be the Dennis trace (see §l(A) for the definition of 
the Dennis trace). Then DT(A(f,)) IS re p resented by the Hochschild l-chain: 
I( - l)‘+’ trace((lnz - [_Llt)@Unz - [f;:lt)-‘). 
For n 2 0 define C,,,(S) to be the abelian subgroup of C,(S,[[t]], S,[[t]]), the group of 
Hochschild m-chains on S,[[t]] (see $1(A)), generated by tensors of the form 
h,t’“@ . ..@h.timwherehk~Sandn=i,+ ... + i,. Note that C,,,(S) is a subcomplex of 
C+(&CC~ll, soCC~ll). Consider the natural chain map C+@oCC~l17 &CCtll) + 
n,Zo G,,(S) given by 
where Uik,k E S. 
Dejnition 5.5. f2,(Se[[t]]) = H,(n;=,C,,,(S)). 
The abox chain map induces a homomorphism HH,(S,[[t]]) + H^H,(S,[[t]]). Ob- 
serve that HH,(S,[[t]]) g flzco H,(C,,,(S)). 
Define a homomorphism J,: C,,,(S) -+ Co(S, Se”) as follows. Consider a generating 
chain ht”@ ktb where h,k E S and a + b = n. Then J,(ht”@ktb) = ah&(k) where we view 
h@‘(k) as a O-chain lying in Co(S, Se”). Suppose z = ut”@ vtb@wtc where u, v, w E S and 
a + b + c = n. Then J,(dz) = b(vOb(w)Ob’c(u) - u~“(v)~?‘~(w)). Since v~~(w)~?~‘~(u) 
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- u&‘(v)P”‘(w) maps to zero in HH,(S, Se”),, it follows that J, induces a homomorphism 
jfl: K(C*@));t HHo(S, S@“)B. 
Define P:HH,(S,[[t]]) + fl~=oHHo(S,Se”)B to be the composite: 
~I(smll) 5 fi H,~C*,~~S~~~~~oHH,~S,S~~~~. 
n=O 
Also, let p+::H^H,(S,[[t]]) -+ nTZ1 HHO(S,Se”)B be the composite P^+ = X+ p where 
~+:~,m=oHHoWenh -+n:& HHo(S,Se”)e is projection. Dzfine P+:HH,(S,[[t]]) + 
nzzl HHo(S,Se”)B to be the composite of HH,(S,[[t]])-+ HHl(Se[[t]]) and P,. 
THEOREM 5.6 (“Rationality” of the Lefschetz-Nielsen series). For f*:C + C as aboue: 
LN(f,) = f’+DW(f,)). 
Proof If A is a square matrix over S then (At)” = (fly:: t!J’(A))tm for any integer 
m 2 0. Furthermore, if B is another square matrix over S of the same size then 
J,(trace(At”@ Btb)) = a trace(A8” (B)). 
Recall that we denote the matrix Of~:Ci + Ci by [fi]. The chain 
C( - l)i+l trace((l,, - Cf;.lt)OVn, - CAltI-‘) 
representing DT(A(f,)) is homologous to the chain c given by 
C = T( - 1)’ t12CC([fi]t@(Zn, - [jilt)-‘). 
Using the series (l,i - [fi] t)-’ = ~J?Zo ([fi] t)j, we observe that the projection of c to 
C,,,(S), denoted by cnr is: 
c, = C( - l)‘trace([fi]t@([f;:]t)“-‘). 
1 
From the above observations we see that 
Now the matrix off; is ns:A 0’( [A]) and thus Rcf3;) is represented by the chain d, 
given by 
4, = $( - l)itrace( ~$@(L&l)). 
In particular, J,(c,) = d, and so j,(DT(A(f,))) = R(f”,) in HHo(S,Se”)e. 0 
Now suppose that the ring S is also a rational vector space. Then the homomorphism 
P+:H^H,(&[[t]]) -+ nzZ1 HHo(S,S’“)e has a right inverse which can be thought of as 
a formal “logarithm”: 
Definition 5.7. The logarithm, Lg: nzZ1 HHo(S,SB”)B + H^H,(Se[[t]]), is the 
homomorphism given as follows. For n 2 1, let u,, E HHo(S,Se”)O be represented by the 
O-chain U, E Co(S, SO”). Then 
Lg((u,),“=,) = homology class of (~l;,.)m 
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LEMMA 5.8. Lg is well-dejined. 
Proof Suppose that for n 2 1 the O-chain VA E CO(S, SO”) also represents u,. Then 
U, - Uh = dV, + (1 - O,)(E,) where V, E C1(S, Se”) and E, E CO(S, Se”). Write 
V, = xi ai@bi. Then 
(U,t”)Ol - (ubt”)Ol = d C(UiO(bit”)01 - (bit”)Oai01) 
ti 
+ t@(E,t”-‘)@l - (E,t”-‘)@@I 
> 
. 
Consequently, (~~X1 iU,,t”)@l - (x:=1 *Ui t”)@l is a boundary. 0 
Observe the image of Lg lies in the image of HH,(SO[[t]])-+H^H1(SO[[t]]). It is 
straightforward to show: 
PROPOSITION 5.9. P^+ Lg is the identity map ofnz= 1 HH,(S, SB”)O. 0 
The Hochschild homology element DT(A(f,)) E HH,(S,[[t]]) can be thought of as 
a substitute for the “Lefschetz zeta function” in the present “non-commutative” context; 
a suggestive name for it would be the “Reidemeister zeta element”. This point of view is 
reinforced by the next theorem, a sharpened version of Theorem 5.6. 
THEOREM 5.10 (“Rationality”, second version). Suppose S is a ring which is also a rational 
vector space. Then for jII: C + C us in Theorem 5.6: 
Lg(LN(f,)) = D^T(U)) 
where i?? is the composite KI(SO[[t]])~HHI(SO[[t]]) -H^H,(S,[[t]]). 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.6, the chain d, = Ci( - l)i trace (ny:A fY([fi])) 
represents R(f;) E HH,(S, SB”)O. Observe that d,t” = Ci( - l)i trace(([J] t)“). The ident- 
ity: 
- trace(([J] t)“)@l + n trace([fi] t@([J] t)“-‘) 
( 
n-l 
= d 2 trace([fi] tO([fi]t)“-jO([f;]t)‘-‘) 
j=l 1 
implies that (i trace(( [f;] t)“))@ 1 is homologous to trace( [,fi] t @ ([J] t)“- ’ ). It follows 
that Lg(LN(f,)) is represented by the chain ~~Zl ‘&( - l)‘trace([h] t@([fi]t)“-‘). The 
proof of Theorem 5.6 shows that this chain also represents fi(A(f,)). 0 
Remark. By Proposition 5.9, applying the homomorphism P^+ to the conclusion of the 
above theorem recovers the formula LN(f, ) = P, DT(A (f, )) of Theorem 5.6 in the case 
the ring S is also a rational vector space. 
Theorems 5.6 and 5.10 deserve to be called “rationality theorems” as they show that the 
Lefschetz-Nielsen series can be computed from a finite alternating product of “character- 
istic polynomials” defining an element of K, (S,[[t]]). Furthermore, in (B) below, we 
recover from Theorem 5.10 the familiar assertion that the Weil zeta function (in the 
topological context of [ 131) and some other zeta functions used in dynamics and fixed point 
theory are rational functions. 
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(B) Change of Rings 
In this subsection we show how the well known rationality of certain algebraic zeta 
functions used in fixed point theory and dynamics can be derived from the results of the 
previous subsection by means of a “change of rings”. The main results are Theorem 5.13 and 
the examples which follow it. 
As in $5(A) , let S be a (possibly non-commutative) ring with an endomorphism 8. Let 
R be a commutative ring and let p:S + M,(R) be a ring homomorphism such that p0 = p 
where M,(R) is the R-algebra of m x m matrices over R. In typical applications S will be the 
integral group ring of a group H, 8 will be induced by an automorphism of H and p will be 
induced by a representation H + CL,(R) where CL,(R) is the general linear group of m x m 
invertible matrices over R. The ring homomorphism p induces a homomorphism 
p*:HH,(S,S’“) + HH*(M,(R)) z HH,(R) where the Morita equivalence isomorphism 
HH,(M,(R)) r HH,(R) is given explicitly by the trace; furthermore, since p0 = p, it 
follows that p* factors through HH,(S,Se”)e yielding a homomorphism 
HH,(S,Sen)O -+ HH,(R) which will also be denoted by p*. 
Let C be a finitely generated chain complex of right S-modules such that each Ci is free 
with a given basis, and letf,:C -+ C be a B-homomorphism. Let C’ = C@,M,(R). Then C 
is a finitely generated complex of free right M,(R)-modules; furthermore, the given basis for 
Ci determines a basis for C;. Since f,@ id: C -+ C’ is a homomorphism of graded right 
M,(R)-modules, where id:M,(R) + M,(R) is the identity, we may form its Reidemeister 
trace: 
R(f, @id) E HH,(M,(R)) g HHO(R) = R. 
Explicitly, R(f,@id) = &( - l)jtracep([f;])~ R wherep([fj])isviewedasanmnixmni 
matrix over R and ni is the cardinality of the given basis of Ci. It is clear that 
p&U,)) = R(f, @id). 
Notation. We write L(f,, p) = R(f.@id). Following the terminology of [7], 
Qf,, p) E R can be regarded as a “generalized Lefschetz number”. 
Examples 5.11. Let X be a finite connected CW complex with universal cover 2 and 
fundamental group H. Let g:X + X be a cellular map. Let S = ZH, the integral group ring 
of H. As in Ql(B), g determines an endomorphism, 8, of H (and thus an endomorphism of S, 
also denoted by 0). 
(1) Let C = C,(z) be the cellular chain complex of 2 (regarded as a right S-module 
complex) and let &:C,(r?) + C,(z) be the induced O-homomorphism (see 91(B)). Let 
p:ZH --) Z be the augmentation homomorphism. Then L(g,,p) E Z is just the usual 
Lefschetz number, L(g), of g (here R = B and m = 1). 
(2) Let A be an abelian group and p: H -+ A a surjective homomorphism such that pe = p. 
Let p:ZH -+ ZA also denote the extension of p:H -+ A to a homomorphism of group 
rings. Suppose Y c X is a subcomplex and that g(Y) c Y, i.e. g is a map of pairs. Let 
P be the inverse image of Y under the covering projection x’ + X. Let C = C,(x”, f) be 
the relative cellular chain complex of the pair (x”, P) (regarded as a right S-module 
complex) and let Q,:C,(2, P) + C,(x”, P) be the induced B-homomorphism. Then 
L(g.+, p) E ZA is the “generalized Lefschetz number” of [7, $31 (here R = ZA, m = 1). 
We wish to relate the invariant A(f,) to the present discussion. 
There is an extension of p:S + M,(R) to a homomorphism p:S,[[t]] + M,(R[[t]]), 
where R[[t]] is the commutative ring of formal power series over R, via the formula 
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p(~,Y=e Ujt’) = ~jm_O p(Uj)t’ (by a minor abuse of notation, we have made dual use of the 
symbol t). 
The matrices I,,{ - p([fi])t are invertible over R[[t]] and so we can make the 
following definition. 
Dejinition 5.12. Forf, and p as above, A(f,, p) E K, (R [[t]]) is the element represented 
by the finite alternating product ni2,(Zm,,, - p([fi])t)‘-““‘. 
Let p,:K,(S,[[t]]) -+ K1(R[[t]]) be the composite 
where the first homomorphism is induced by P:&[[t]] -+ M,(R[[t]]) and the second 
homomorphism is the Morita equivalence isomorphism. Clearly, p,(A(f,)) = A(f,, p). 
Recall that a derivation D:S -+ S of a ring S is a homomorphism of abelian groups such 
that D(uu) = D(u)u + uD(v). For any commutative ring A there is a derivation D, of A [[t]] 
given by Dt(C,?ouit’) = CIYl iuit’-‘. If A is a rational vector space then there is a formal 
integration homomorphism I: A [[t]] + A [[t]] defined by 
Z(C,“=o Uit’) = Z:,o+ti+l 
which is a right inverse for D, (i.e. D,I is the identity) and also ID,(u) = u - uO, 
I.4 = CLPO_,Uiti. Let UA c A[[t]] be the multiplicative subgroup of A[[t]] consisting of 
power series of the form 1 + x,2 1 uit’ and also let MA c A [[t]] be the ideal of series of the 
form x,2 1 uit’. There is a formal logarithm which is a homomorphism log: UA + MA 
defined by 
lOg(l + zlUiti)E$l y($luiti)l. 
This logarithm has the property that D,log(u) = D,(u)u-‘. The inverse to log: UA + MA is 
the formal exponential exp: MA + UA given by the formula: 
Before stating the next theorem, we recall: 
Standing hypotheses. Let S be a (possibly non-commutative) ring with an endomor- 
phism 8. Let. R be a commutative ring and let p: S + M,(R) be a ring homomorphism such 
that p0 = p. Let C be a finitely generated chain complex of right S-modules such that each 
Ci is free with a given basis, and let f.: C + C be a &homomorphism. 
THEOREM 5.13. Suppose that the commutative ring R is also a rational vector space. Then 
det(A(f,,p)) = n det(l,,, - p(CJ]t)(-l)i” = exp 
it0 
. 
Proof: The derivation D, determines a homomorphism (D,),:HH,(R[[t]]) + R[[t]] 
which is induced by the map on2ochschild l-chains given by u@v H D,(u)u. Similarly, 
there is a homoxhism (D^,),:HH,(R[[t]]) -+ R[[t]] such that D, is the composite 
HH,(R[[t]]) + HH,(R[[t]])fi’-t, R[[t]]. Applying Theorem 5.10 to the graded 
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homomorphism f,@id: C@,M,(R) + C@,M,(R), we obtain Lg((L(f;, p)),“, 1 ) = 
D^T@(f,, P)). 
Let A’ be the subring of R[[t]] consisting of elements of the form xl + u where x E Q 
and UE MR. Since A’/MR is a field, A’ is a local ring and so the determinant 
det:K,(A’) + (A’)* is an isomorphism. Since A(f,,p) is in the image of the homomorphism 
K,(A’) + K,(R[[t]]), it follows that A(f,,p) and det(A(f,,p)) represent the same element 
in KI(RCCtll) and so Lg(W.f&p),“=, I= fikWNf,,p))). Thus 
(5.14) 
The left side of this identity simplifies to II,(~~= 1 :Luz, p) t”) and the right side to 
Wdet@(_Lp))) (deW(f*,p)))-’ = &Wgdet(W,,p))). 
Since IF= 1 i Lcf$, p)t” and logdet(A(f,, p)) both belong to MR, and ZD,IMn is the identity 
homomorphism of MR, applying the formal integration operator I followed by the formal 
exponential to 5.14 yields the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
Example 5.15. Let K be a field of characteristic zero, S = R = K and suppose both 
p and f3 are the identity K + K. Then the conclusion of Theorem 5.13 is the familiar zeta 
function formula of [13, 431: ni,o det(id -fit)(-‘)“I = exp(x,“=, iLCf:)t”). 
Example 5.16. Consider the situation of Example 5.11(2). Let p’:ZH + QA be the 
composite of p:hH --f ZA and the inclusion ZAq QA. Then applying Theorem 5.13 with 
S = ZH, R = QA, C = C,(r?, y), f, = g*, and p’ (in place of p) yields precisely the con- 
clusion of [7, Theorem 31; in particular, the series exp(zz= 1 iL((Q*)“, p’)t”) (denoted by 
r,,(t) in [ 71) is rational. 
56. THE TOTAL LEFSCHETZ-NIELSEN INVARIANT 
In this section we apply the algebra of $5 to define a new K,-type invariant for a map. 
(A) A K,-Znvariant for Self-maps 
Let X be a connected finite CW complex and let x0 E X be a basepoint. Letf:X + X be 
cellular map. Choose a basepath 0’: [0, l] + X from x0 tof(xo). Let H = rcr (X, x0). Then the 
composite rcl (X, x0)_% rcl (X,f(xo))T’ _, nr(X,xe) defines a self homomorphism of 
H which will be denoted by 8. 
Let (z,%,) be the universal cover of (X,x0). Orient the cells of X so that we have 
a preferred basis for the integral cellular chains (C,(X), 8). Choose a lift, Z, in 2 for each cell 
e of X and orient d compatibly with e. There is a unique lift, f_J? -+ 2, off such that 
T(isO) = 6(l) where 6 is the unique lift of 0 such that O(0) = ZO. 
Regard the cellular chains (C,(z), 8) as a free right 7H chain complex with preferred 
basis {of. Thenrinduces a e-chain mapT*:C,(X) + C,(z). 
Dejnition 6.1. The total Lefschetz-Nielsen invariant of f:X +X is the element of 
K,(ZH,[[t]]), denoted A(f), given by A(?*). See Definition 5.2. 
By Proposition 5.3, A(f) is independent of the choice of the lifts and of the orientations 
of the cells of X. 
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Suppose that Z is obtained from X by an elementary expansion, i.e. Z = X u eq-i u eq 
where the (q - 1)-cell eq-’ and the q-cell eq are not cells of X and there is a map u:lq + X 
such that u is a characteristic map for eq, z&n- 1 x (,,) is a characteristic map for eq-i, and 
u@14 - 14-i x (0)) c X4- ‘. Any cellular f: X + X extends to a cellular map Z + X, let 
g:Z + Z be the composition of any such extension with the inclusion i:XqZ, Let 
H’ = n,(Z, i(xO)) and @:H’ + H’ be the self homomorphism determined by g. Clearly, 
i, :H -+ H’ is an isomorphism and i, 13 = B’i,; furthermore, i, induces an isomorphism 
i*:Kl(ZH,CCtll) -+ K~(~HbKtll). 
LEMMA 6.2. For fund g as above i*(A(f)) = A(g). 
Proof. Choose lifts of the cells of XGZ and of {eqel, eq} c Z. Observe that for 
i = q - 1, q we have that Ci(z”) = Ci(JF)@ ~iiZH’, a direct sum of based ZH’-complexes. Let 
[j’] be the matrix ofj*4 and [g,] be the matrix of J,. Then the matrix of gq has the form 
where u E (ZH’),. ‘, n = rank C,(T). Then 
I n+l - Eqlt = 
I, - i, [jr,]t ut = 1, - i, C.&It 0 I, (I, -i, [&It)-’ ut 
1 I[ 0 I[ 1 0 1 
of the 
* 
[ 0 1 a product elementary matrices, 1 - [(j,] t and 
I, - i, [A] t represent the same element of K,(ZH& [[t]]). The same consideration applies 
to I,+, - [gq_l]t and I, - i#uq-Jt, m = rankC,_,(X”); also C-j] = i;lt[x] for 
j z 4 - 1, 4. 0 
Since the next four propositions are obtained by applying Lemma 6.2 together with the 
standard techniques of simple homotopy theory (see [3]), only abbreviated proofs will be 
given. 
PROPOSITION 6.3 (Homotopy class invariance). ZJJX -+ X and g:X + X are homotopic 
cellular maps then A(f) = A(g). 0 
Proof. Let E:XxI -+ X be a homotopy from f to g, let E’:Xx I -XXI be the 
corresponding “fat” homotopy, i.e. E’(x, t) = (E(x, t), t) and let iO, il be the inclusion of 
X into the 0 and 1 ends of X x I, respectively. If x0 is the basepoint of X and d is the 
basepath forfchoose the basepath for g to be 0 followed by s H E,(x,). Both i. and il factor 
as a sequence of elementary expansions and so by Lemma 6.2, (io)*(A(f)) = 
A@‘) = (ii),(A(s)). 0 
In particular, the above proposition allows us to define A(f) for any continuous 
$X + X by taking a cellular approximationf’:X -+ X tofand setting A(f) z A(y). 
PROPOSITION 6.4 (Simple homotopy invariance). Suppose s:X + Y is a simple homotopy 
equivalence and there is a homotopy commutative diagram of cellular maps: 
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Proof: Replace s by a diagram X + Z c Y where the two arrows factor as sequences of 
elementary expansions. q 
PROPOSITION 6.5 (Combinatorial invariance). Suppose X’ is a subdivision of X and 
f’:X’ -+ X’ is a cellular map komotopic to f:X -+ X. Then A(j) = A(f). 
Proof: Since the identity id: X + X’ is a simple homotopy equivalence, the conclusion 
follows from Proposition 6.4. 0 
Using Chapman’s theorem (see [2]) that homeomorphisms are simple homotopy 
equivalences, one reaches the following stronger conclusion: 
PROPOSITION 6.6 (Topological invariance). Suppose k:X -+ Z is a komeomorpkism. Then 
k,(A(_f)) = A(kfk-‘). 0 
Applying Theorem 5.6, we see that we can recover the classical Nielsen fixed point 
theory of the iterates of,f:X -+ X up to the ambiguity of passing to coker (1 - 8, ) (i.e. the 
quantities R(f”) E R((f*)n) E HH,(ZH, (ZH)B”)B) from A(f): 
COROLLARY 6.7. LN(,r*) = (R(f”)),“= 1 = P, DT(A(f)). 0 
We call LN(f) = LN(f*) the Lefscketz-Nielsen series of the mapf: X -+ X. 
Example 6.8. Suppose the map f:X -+X is homotopic to the identity. Then 
A(f) E K,(ZH[[t]]) is represented by the invertible element (1 - t)-X’X) E (ZH[[t]])* 
where x(X) is the Euler characteristic of X. In particular, if x(X) = 0 then A(f) = 0 for 
such f: 
Finally, we relate the total Lefschetz-Nielsen invariant of a n,-equivalence f: X + X, 
where X is a finite connected CW complex, to the results of $4. 
Let Z HO [ t] denote the O-twisted polynomial ring over ZH, i.e. the subring of elements of 
ZH,[[t]] involving only finitely many powers of t. Let G be a positive integer. Define 
,u,: HH,(;ZH,[[t]]) + HH,(ZH,[t]) to be the composite: 




where the monomorphism C is the sum of the natural maps H,(C,,,(LH))-+ 
HH,(zH,[t]) for n = 1,. . . , d; see $5(A) for the definition of C*s”(ZH). 
We wish to construct a homomorphism P’: HH I (ZG) + @z= _ m HH,(ZH, (ZH)B”)O 
similar to the homomorphism P, of $5(A). For any integer n define Ck,,(ZH) to be the 
abelian subgroup of C,(ZG, ZG) (the Hochschild m-chains on ZG) generated by tensors of 
the form ho tiO@ ... @k,tim where kk E H and n = i. + ... + i,. Note that C’,,,(ZH) is 
a subcomplex of C,(ZG, ZG). (The difference between C,,,(ZH) and C6,,(ZH) is that 
negative powers of t are permitted in the latter.) Define a homomorphism 
J,:C;,,(ZH) + C,(ZH,(ZH)‘“) as follows. Consider a basis chain kt”@kt’ where k, k E H 
and a + b = n. Then J,(kt”@ktb) = a he”(k) where we view k@‘(k) as a O-chain lying in 
C,(??H,( ZH)‘“). As in 55(A), J, induces a homomorphism jn:Hl (C’,,,(zH)) -+ 
HHo(LH, (izH)‘“),. Define P’ to be the composite: 
HH1@G)L 6 H,(C,,,(HH))% & HHo(ZH,(ZH)e”)O. 
n=-m n=-Co 
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Also, let Pc:HHI(hG) + @i= I HH,,(ZH, (ZH)e”), be the composite Pe = 7c>P’ where 
x;: @z= _ o. HH&&Y, (ZH)e”)O -+ @.“= 1 HHo(ZH, (ZH)B”)o is projection. 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.6, the Dennis trace of the total Lefschetz-Nielsen invariant, 
A(f) E KI (BH,[[t]]), is represented by the Hochschild chain 
I( - l)‘+’ trace((Zn8 - c_Elw3un, - C.nV’) 
= T’ - l)‘+ 1 c m trace((l,, - [ji]t)@([Ji]t)j). 
j=O 
It follows that p,(DT(A(f)) E HH,(ZH,[t]) is represented by the chain 
I-1 
C( - l)‘+’ 1 trace((InZ - [ji]t)@([ji]t)j). 
1 j=O 
Let i,:HHI(ZHO[t]) + HH1(ZG) be the homomorphism induced by the natural inclusion 
i:ZH,[[t]] 6ZG. A comparison with Theorem 4.2 yields the following: 
THEOREM 6.9. Let X be a finite connected C W complex and suppose that the cellular map 
f:X +X is a x1-equivalence. Let Q: Yx [0, Go) -+ Y be the suspension semiflow on the 
mapping torus Y = T(X,f) and let I- = @I yx [,,,, + ,,. Then 
i,pt(DT(A(f))) = R(r) E HH1(ZG). 0 
Remark. In view of Theorem 6.9 we can think of i, DT(A(f)) as a rigorous substitute for 
“R(OJy.[O,mJ)” (which is not rigorously defined because the one-parameter trace was 
defined in @l(C) only for homotopies parametrized by a compact interval). 
Observe that PLi*pf = 7ceP + where P +:~~,(~~,CC~ll)~~~=,~~o(~~,(~~)e”), 
was defined in @(A) and x( is projection to the first e factors of n:= 1 HHo(HH, (ZH)en)e. 
Applying P, to the conclusion of Theorem 6.9 and invoking Theorem 5.6 we have: 
COROLLARY 6.10. P,R(F) = xiE1(l?(f)~ @~=,HHo(HH,(ZH)er)e. i? 
Since (ZG)@“@ Q is naturally isomorphic to (QG)@” and Q is a flat H-module, we have 
that there is a natural isomorphism HH,(ZG)@Q 2 HH,(QG). Applying Theorem 5.10 to 
the conclusion of Theorem 6.9 yields: 
COROLLARY 6.11. The quantities R(j’), r = 1, . . . , f, determine R(T) over the rational 
numbers, more precisely: 
i,k k((R(f)OQ),“,, ) = R(T)OQ E HH1(ZG)OQ r IfHI 
where i, and p( have the obvious meaning. 0 
(B) Application to Intersection Znvariants 
We now return to the situation in 94(C), with the same hypotheses and notation. We are 
to compare the Nielsen-Fuller invariant O’(F) E HHI(ZG) with the invariant 
O”(F) = xi= 1 a(y) E @i= 1 ZH,,._l(e). Our result is: 
THEOREM 6.12. Let f: N + N be an orientation preserving d@eomorphism of a closed 
connected oriented (n - 1)-manifold. Suppose the graphs of the iterates f; f2, . . . , f’ are 
transverse to the graph of id,. Let M be the mapping torus T(N,f), let Q be the suspensionjow 
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off, and let F = @lIMx~E,ul where 0 < E < e < U < & + 1. Then: 
(4 C,ADVW~) = - @‘(F); 
(b) PI@‘(F) = - C;=l O(y), so that o’(F) determines W(F); 
(C) - i,I*/ Lg((@(,f’)OQ),z 1 ) = O’(F)OQ E HH1(QG), so that, over Q, W(F) 
determines Q’(F). 
Proof. This would follow from Theorem 6.9 and Corollaries 6.10 and 6.11 if f were 
cellular. We get the desired result through suitable approximations. 
Pick a smooth triangulation, K, of N. The diffeomorphismfis homotopic to a PL mapf’ 
which is simplicial from a subdivision of K to K, implying that f’: K + K is cellular. Let 
E: N x I + N be a homotopy fromftof’. We build E as a concatenation E’ * E” where E’ is 
an isotopy fromfto a PL homeomorphismf”:JK 1 + lK\ (see [15, p. 1031) and E” is a PL 
homotopy fromf” tof’. Let E: N x I -+ N x I be the “fat” homotopy (x, t) H(E(x, t), t). Our 
construction of E ensures that the maping torus Z = T( N x I, E) is a polyhedron. There are 
inclusions M = T(N, f)ciZ, and Y’ = T(K,f’)ciZ, where we now regard K as a CW 
complex; M and Y’ are subpolyhedra of 2. Let A:Z x [0, / + 11, + Z be the restriction of 
the suspension flow of E. Then A restricts to r on M x [0, P + 11, and to, say, I’ on 
y’x [O, G + 11. 
Let A be a PL approximation to A, restricting to r and r’ on the two ends; A is to be 
chosen to be homotopic to A with respect to the polyhedral triad (Z; M, Y’). If A is chosen 
sufficiently close to A, then repeated applications of Theorems 1.12(b) and 1.13 give 
R(l-‘) = R(l=‘) = R(A) = R(T) = R(T). 
Identifying HHi(ZG, BG;G,(zI)) with the obvious subgroup of HHr(LG) and apply- 
ing Proposition 4.6, we have R(T) = R(F). So Part (a) follows from Theorems 2.7 and 6.9. 
Part (b) follows from Corollary 6.10, Theorems 1.7 and 1.4. Part (c) follows from 
Corollary 6.11. 0 
It follows from Theorem 6.12(a) that the Dennis trace of A(f) contains all the informa- 
tion we are studying about the orbits of Q in M x (0, cc ). 
$7. THE NOVIKOV RING AND A “NON-COMMUTATIVE” ALEXANDER-FRIED QUOTIENT 
In this section we define a torsion invariant for certain finite connected CW complexes 
whose fundamental groups are semidirect products with an infinite cyclic group. In the 
special case of a complex Y arising as the mapping torus of a self mapfiX + X of a finite 
connected complex X which induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, we relate this 
torsion invariant to the total Lefschetz-Nielsen invariant. Our torsion invariant can also be 
thought of as a “non-commutative” generalization of the “Alexander invariant” of [13] or 
of the “Alexander quotient” of [7]. 
First, we briefly recall how the torsion of an acyclic complex is defined (see [3]). Let S be 
a ring and U c S* a given subgroup of the units of S. Assume S has the property that any 
two bases of a finitely generated free module have the same cardinality. Declare two bases of 
a finitely generated free module to be equivalent if the change of basis matrix represents an 
element of K l(S) which lies in the image of the natural map U + K,(S). Define 
K y(S) z coker(U -+ K l(S)). Let (C, 3) be a finitely generated chain complex of right 
modules over S such that each Ci is free with a given equivalence class of bases. Suppose 
that C is acyclic. Let 6: C + C be a chain contraction, Codd = @i oddCi and 
C even = Oi even Ci. The restriction of 8 + 6 to Codd is an isomorphism Codd -+ C,,,, and so its 
matrix with respect to bases chosen from each of the given equivalence classes defines an 
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element of K,(S). The image of this element in K y(S) is independent of the choice of 
representatives of the equivalence classes of bases; it is called the torsion of (C, a) with 
respect to U. For example, when S = ZG is an integral group ring and U = _+ G then KY(S) 
is the Whitehead group Wh,(G) and torsion in this context is called Whitehead torsion. 
Let Y be a finite connected CW complex and y0 a basepoint. Let G = x1 (Y, yo). Suppose 
we are given an epimorphism $:G + T where T is infinite cyclic. Then G becomes 
a semidirect product of H with T, i.e. there is an exact sequence: H++G++T where 
H 3 ker(G+T). Choose t E G projecting to a generator of T and define 8:H -+ H to be 
conjugation by t, i.e. 8(h) = tht-‘. 
Orient the ceils of Y so that we have a preferred basis for the integral cellular chains 
(C,(Y), 8). Choose a lift, 2, in P for each cell e of Y and orient e’ compatibly with e. This 
procedure gives each Ci( P) a preferred equivalence classes of bases. 
In order to formulate our results, we need some preliminary discussion of the ring % + 
obtained from ZG by a process of “completion” with respect to $. 
DeJnition 7.1. The Novikov ring of (G, $), denoted by 2 ‘, is given as follows. Elements 
of 2 + are formal series c,zr uit’ where ui E ZH and multiplication is defined by 
Up to isomorphism, % + is independent of the choice oft E G projecting to a generator 
of T. Note that BG is naturally included in 2 + as finite sums x1=* uit’; also iZH,[[t]] is 
naturally included as a subring of % +. The ring i;‘c + . IS the smallest ring containing 
aH,[[t]] and ZG as subrings. Let Q[[t, t-‘I]’ be the field of formal infinite sums 
CIPO,,qitiy qi E Q. Th e ring 2 + has the property that any two bases of a finitely generated 
free module have the same cardinality because there is a ring homomorphism 
&?‘_‘+ Q[[t, t-‘I]’ given by CTYrUiti HC,TrE(Ui)ti where E:ZH --) Z c Q is the aug- 
mentation. 
Recall that for any left ZG-module M the homology H,( Y, M) is, by definition, 
H,(C,(Y)@z,M). 
Definition 7.2. Let Y be a finite connected CW complex with basepoint y. and funda- 
mental group G = rc,(Ygo). Suppose Il/:G -+ T is an epimorphism to an infinite cyclic 
group T. Assume H,( Y, ZG ‘) = 0. The torsion of (Y, Ic/), denoted by z( Y, $), is the element 
of K 1+ “(2 ’ ) given by the torsion of the acyclic chain complex C( f)@rG% ‘. 
For natural examples of spaces Y which satisfy the hypothesis of the above definition, 
see Proposition 7.5 below. 
Next, we relate the torsion of Definition 7.2 to the torsion of a homotopy equivalence. 
Suppose 2 and Y are finite connected CW complexes and h:Z --f Y is a homotopy 
equivalence. Let z0 E Z be basepoint, G’ = x1 (Z, zo) and G = n, (Y, h(z,)). Suppose 
$:G -+ T is a surjection. Let $‘:G’ -+ T be the composite cc/hA. Denote the W&tehead 
torsion of the homotopy equivalence h by t(h) E Wh,(G). Let ZG + (respective2 ZG”) be 
the Novikov ring of (G, $) (respectively&?, $‘)). The inclusion o2ngs j: LG 4 ZG + induces 
a homomorphism j*: M/h,(G) -+ K f ‘(ZG ’ ). Suppose H,( Y, ZG ’ ) = 20 that r( Y, $) is 
defined. Since h is a homotopy equivalence, it follows that H,(Z, zG’+) = 0 and thus 
r(Z, $‘) is also defined. The torsions z(h), T( Y, (I/), t(Z, $I’) are related by: 
THEOREM 7.3. j,(t (h)) = ?( Y, II/) - h,(r (Z, I,/)). In particular, if h is a simple homotopy 
equivalence then t( Y, $) = h,(t (Z, $‘)). 
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Proof: By replacing the map h:Z + Y with the inclusion of Z into its mapping cylinder, 
we can assume without loss of generality that h is the inclusion of a subcomplex Z c Y. 
There is an exact sequence of chain complexes: 0 + C,..?!) + C,(F) + C,( ?, 2) + 0. This 
sequence remains exact when tensored over ZG with 2 + because for each n 2 0, 
0 -+ C,(z) -+ CAY) -+ C,( F, z”) + 0 is a split exact sequence of ZG-modules. The torsion of 
C,( f, g)OZGZG + is j,(r(h)) whereas the torsions of C,(Z)@,,%?? + and C,(t)@,,% + 
are h,(z(Z, $‘)) and r(Y, Ic/), respectively. The conclusion follows from a standard appli- 
cation of the “additivity of torsion”, the precise statement of which can be found in 
C3, (17.211. q 
Next, we show how natural examples of spaces Y satisfying the hypotheses of Definition 
7.2 arise from the mapping torus construction described in 94(A). Let Y = T(X,f) where 
X is a finite connected CW complex andf: X -+ X a cellular map. Retaining the notation of 
44(A), the complex 6, = C,( P)@zc % + with boundary operator denoted by a* is acyclic; 
indeed, an explicit chain contraction 6: C, + c^, + 1 can be constructed as follows. Let 
,._ ^ 
D,:C,-+C,+r be the homomorphism whose matrix is given by: 
0 ( - l)“+‘&YJ Km' 
0 0 I. 
Then 8 ,,+ I fin + o^,_ ,a^, is the identity map. This proves: 
(7.4) 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Let Y = T(X, f) where X is a jinite connected C W complex and 
f:X + X is a z,-equivalence. Let Ic/ be the homomorphism from the fundamental group of Y to 
the injinite cyclic group induced by ps: Y --+ S’. Then H,( Y, 2 ‘) = 0. In particular, z( Y, I(/) 
is defined. 0 
The total Lefschetz-Nielsen invariant off and the torsion invariant of (Y, $) are related 
as follows. The inclusion of rings i:ZH,[[t]] G& + induces a homomorphism 
i*:K,(ZHe[[t]])-)K:G(~‘). 
THEOREM 7.6. Let Y = T(X, f) where X is ajnite connected C W complex andfiX + X is 
a z,-equivalence. Let $:nl( Y,yO) + T be the homomorphism induced by pf: Y --* S’. Then 
i,@(f))= -~(y,I(/i 
ProoJ: Since Y is given as the mapping torus T(X, f ), we can use (4.1) as our model for 
the cellular chain complex of y and the explicit chain contraction d of (7.4) to compute the 
torsion. Let 6, = C,(P)@,c%’ with boundary operator denoted by a*. Then 
where Z [[t, t- ’ ]] + is the ring of formal series of the form xi”=, Uj tj, Uj E 27. The lifts of the 
cells of X give a %+ basis. With respect to this basis, the matrix of the homomorphism 
8 + B:dodd + C,,,, is: 
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Multiplying by the elementary matrix 
0 
-(I - [J]&a; 
I 
0 . 
we obtain the block diagonal matrix: 
0 0 
(I- Cm-’ 0 
0 -(I -[Tz-Jt) 
0 
this matrix represents the same element in Kt ’ (2 ‘) as b = ni(Z,i - [x]t)(-l)i. By 
Definition 5.2, A(f) is represented by b- ‘. 0 
Observe that the homomorphism P, DT: K, (ZH,[[f]]) + II, z ,HHO(ZH, (ZH)e”) of 
@(A) factors through the natural homomorphism K,(ZH,[[t]]) --f K ?‘(&f?+). Combin- 
ing Theorems 7.6 and 5.6 we conclude: 
COROLLARY 7.7. LN(f) = P+DT( - t(7’(X,f), $)). cl 
Next, we will show how the torsion invariant of Definition 7.2 can be viewed as 
a “non-commutative” generalization of Fried’s “Alexander quotient” as defined in [7]. 
Recall that the torsion of an acyclic complex is functorial in the following sense. Suppose 
that S and R are rings, U c S* and V c R* are subgroups of the corresponding groups of 
units and p:S -+ R is a ring homomorphism such that p(U) c V. Assume R has the property 
that any two bases of a finitely generated free module have the same cardinality (conse- 
quently S will have the same property). Suppose C is an acyclic complex of free finitely 
generated right S-modules with given equivalence classes of bases and that C@,R is also 
acyclic. Then the equivalence classes of bases for C determine equivalence classes of bases 
for C@,R. The torsion of C, denoted by z(C), and the torsion of COpR, denoted by 
z(C@,R), are related by p,(r(C)) = t(C@,R) where p,:Ky(S) + KY(R) is the induced 
map in K-theory. 
Let Y be a finite connected CW complex with fundamental group G and suppose that 
$:G-+T is a surjective homomorphism to an infinite cyclic group. Let P be a finitely 
generated abelian group and p:G + P a surjective homomorphim. Assume that II/ factors 
through p, i.e. there exists t+V:P + T such that $ = $‘p. Let 7 be the covering space of Y, 
corresponding to ker(p) c G. We briefly recall Fried’s formulation (see [7, $51) of the 
Alexander quotient. Let C,(Y) be the cellular chain complex of Y. We regard C,(r) as 
a complex of right modules over the ring ZP. Let ZPN be the localization of ZP at its 
multiplicative group of non-zero divisors. 
LEMMA 7.8. The ring ZP, is a product offields. 
Proof: The ring ZPN is also the localization of QP at its multiplicative group of 
non-zero divisors. Let F c P be the torsion subgroup and A a free abelian complement to 
F in P. Then QP r QFOQA. Since QF is a direct product of cyclotomic fields, QP is 
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a direct product of Laurent polynomial rings over cyclotomic fields. It follows that ZPN is 
a direct product of function fields over cyclotomic fields. n 
For example, if P is free abelian of rank n then .ZPN is the field of rational functions in 
n variables over Q. 
Fried’s “Alexander group” is ZPR/( + P). Lemma 7.8 implies that the determinant 
induces an isomorphism det: K: ‘(ZP,) --+ ZPg/( f P). When the homology H,(Y) is 
“vulnerable”, i.e. C’ E C,( Y)@zc ZPN is acyclic, Fried’s Alexander quotient, denoted by 
ALEX,(Y) is the element - z(C’) E K t ’ (ZPN). Actually, Fried prefers to regard 
ALEX,(Y) as an element of ZPg /( f P) by applying the determinant is_o2orphism but the 
above formulation is more convenient here. Assume that H,( Y, ZG + ) = 0 so that 
z(Y, Ic/) E K 1’ G(?% ‘) is defined. Also assume H,(Y) is vulnerable so that ALEX,(Y) is 
defined. Let H = ker($) and H’ = ker($‘); note that p(H) c H’. The ring @+ consists of 
formal power series of the form xIPO,I~iti where Ui E ZH’. Let p:s+ -+ ??’ be the ring 
homomorphism induced by p; explicitly, p(C,‘“,,uit’) = C,z,p(Ui)r’. Let ??G denote the 
localization of s ’ at its multiplicative group of non-zero divisors and j: ?? + 4 si the 
natural inclusion of rings. The compositejp will also be denoted by p. If C,( P) is the cellular 
chain complex of the universal cover “r of Y then there is an identification 
C,(F)O,ZP 2 C,(Y) and so 
By assumption, the complex C’ =_C,( Y) @zpZPN is acyclic and hence contractible since C 
is free over ZP,. Thus C’OhPv ZIP,’ is also contractible. By the functoriality of torsion, it 
follows that p,(t( Y&)) = i,(z(C’)) where i,:K f ‘(ZP,V) -+ K $ ‘(??$ ) is induced from the 
inclusion i:ZP, -+ ZP,' . We have proved: 
THEOREM 7.9. Let Y he a finite connected C W complex with fundamental group G and 
$ :G + T a surjective homomorphism to an in$nice cyclic group. Let p:G + P be a surjective 
homomorphism to afinitely generated abelian group P such that $ factors through p. If T( Y, $) 
and ALEX,( Y) are both defined then p,(s( Y, Ic/)) = - i,(ALEXp( Y)). 0 
Using Lemma 7.8, we see that i, is injective and so: 
COROLLARY 7.10. Z( Y, $) determines ALEX,(Y) 0 
Remark. When Y = T(X,f) where f :X + X is a n,-equivalence of a finite connected CW 
complex, z( Y, $) and ALEXp( Y) are both defined (for the latter see Proposition 2 and the 
proof of Proposition 6 of [7]). 
Theorem 7.9 and its corollary justify the assertion that t( Y, $) is a “non-commutative” 
generalization of Fried’s Alexander quotient. 
The above theory can be applied to obtain a new invariant for classical fibered knots. 
Let M3 be a homology 3-sphere (i.e. a closed 3-manifold such that H.JM3) z H,(S3)) and 
let K c M3 be a fibered knot. Then the knot complement, Y = M3 - N(K), where N(K) is 
the interior of a tubular neighborhood of K, has the structure of a fiber bundle over the 
circle and the fiber, X, is a compact orientable surface with one boundary component. Thus 
Y is the mapping torus of a homeomorphism $X + X (called the monodromy of K). 
Proposition 7.5 implies that the torsion invariant r(Y, II/) E K z ‘(&f?+) is defined, where 
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G is the knot group of K and $:G --t T is the abelianization homomorphism. By Theorem 
7.9 and Corollary 7.10, z( Y, $) determines the Alexander quotient and hence the ideal in 
Q[t,t-‘1 generated by the Alexander polynomial of K (see [7, 951). This motivates the 
following: 
Dejinition 7.11. The non-commutative Alexander invariant of a fibered knot K in 
a homology 3-sphere M3 is the torsion invariant z(M3 - N(K), $) E K 1’ ‘(2 ‘). 
Combining Theorem 7.6, Corollary 6.7, and Corollary 7.7, we obtain: 
COROLLARY 7.12. The non-commutative Alexander invariant determines the classical 
Nielsen fixed point theory of the iterates of the monodromy of a fibered knot (up to the 
ambiguity of passing to coker(1 - 0,). 
Problem. To what extent does the non-commutative Alexander invariant distinguish 
fibered knots? 
Problem. Does Definition 7.11 make sense for non-fibered knots? In other words, if 
Y = M3 - K is a knot complement with group G and $:G -+ T is the abelianization 
homomorphism, when is it true that H,( Y, 2 + ) = O? 
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